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ABSTRACT
A manufacturing paradigm shift from conventional control pyramids to
decentralized, service-oriented, and cyber-physical systems (CPSs) is taking place in
today’s Industry 4.0 revolution. Generally accepted roles and implementation recipes of
cyber systems are expected to be standardized in the future of manufacturing industry.
Developing affordable and customizable cyber-physical production system (CPPS) and
digital twin implementations infuses new vitality for current Industry 4.0 and Smart
Manufacturing initiatives. Specially, Smart Manufacturing systems are currently looking
for methods to connect factories to control processes in a more dynamic and open
environment by filling the gaps between virtual and physical systems.
The work presented in this dissertation first utilizes industrial digital
transformation methods for the automation of robotic manufacturing systems,
constructing a simulation-based surrogate system as a digital twin to visually represent
manufacturing cells, accurately simulate robot behaviors, promptly predict system faults
and adaptively control manipulated variables. Then, a CPS-enabled control architecture is
presented that accommodates: intelligent information systems involving domain
knowledge, empirical model, and simulation; fast and secured industrial communication
networks; cognitive automation by rapid signal analytics and machine learning (ML)
based feature extraction; and interoperability between machine and human. A successful
semantic integration of process indicators is fundamental to future control autonomy.
Hence, a product-centered signature mapping approach to automated digital twinning is
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further presented featuring a hybrid implementation of smart sensing, signature-based 3D
shape feature extractor, and knowledge taxonomy. Furthermore, capabilities of members
in the family of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) are explored within the context of
manufacturing operational control intelligence. Preliminary training results are presented
in this work as a trial to incorporate DRL-based Artificial Intelligence (AI) to industrial
control processes.
The results of this dissertation demonstrate a digital thread of autonomous Smart
Manufacturing lifecycle that enables complex signal processing, semantic integration,
automatic derivation of manufacturing strategies, intelligent scheduling of operations and
virtual verification at a system level. The successful integration of currently available
industrial platforms not only provides facile environments for process verification and
optimization, but also facilitates derived strategies to be readily deployable to physical
shop floor.
The dissertation finishes with summary, conclusions, and suggestions for further
work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
The manufacturing sector is currently reinventing itself by embracing the
opportunities offered by digital transformation (Alkan & Harrison, 2019) (Kucukoglu,
Atici-Ulusu, Gunduz, & Tokcalar, 2018) (Lai, Tao, Leu, & Yin, 2020), industrial internet
(Liu, Vengayil, Lu, & Xu, 2019) (Moghaddam, Cadavid, Kenley, & Deshmukh, 2018)
(Tuptuk & Hailes, 2018), automation (Park & Tran, 2012) (Lu & Asghar, 2020)
(Adamson, Wang, & Moore, 2017), and machine learning (Ren, Sun, Cui, & Zhang,
2018) (Hu, et al., 2020) (Yun, et al., 2020) (Chen, Xu, Zhang, Yan, & Wu, 2020) among
other innovations. This development is commonly referred to as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (Industry 4.0) or Smart Manufacturing. To some extent, Smart Manufacturing
systems can be seen as the cognitive counterparts of automation of physical processes
(Park & Tran, 2012). While physical automation (e.g. robotic systems) relieves human
operators of unergonomic, dangerous, repetitive, and heavy workloads, cognitive
automation attempts the aiding or replacement of mental tasks that are stressful and
repetitive by automatically processing large manufacturing dataflows (Lu & Asghar,
2020). Enabling this cognitive automation in manufacturing systems requires connected
device ends such as sensors, controllers, actuators, networks, and intermediate software
or frameworks, which is termed by the Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT).
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Overall, Smart Manufacturing centers around data exchange, data acquisition,
data processing/analysis, and utilization through data feeds into a continuous knowledge
pipeline. Four workflow modules of data-driven smart manufacturing frameworks are
identified by Tao et al. (Tao, Qi, Liu, & Kusiak, 2018) : (1) manufacturing module with
different kinds of manufacturing activities; (2) data driver; (3) real-time monitoring; and
(4) problem processing. It has further been addressed that investigated smart
manufacturing applications exploit big data analytics on real-world manufacturing data to
refine manufacturing practices, increase production efficiencies or enhance product
performances. Therefore, the convergence between digital model and physical
manufacturing world has been pursued as an essential goal of data-driven smart
manufacturing. However, smart manufacturing systems has been constrained by the lack
of methods to connect factories to control processes in a more dynamic and open
environment (Kusiak, 2017). For example, previous research on data-driven smart
manufacturing mainly focuses on data collected from the physical systems instead of the
virtual model (Uhlemann, Schock, Lehmann, Freiberger, & Steinhilper, 2017). One most
common concern with modelling physical smart manufacturing systems or products is
that direct process quality measurements are often unavailable (Günther, Pilarski,
Helfrich, Shen, & Diepold, 2016) or rare (Yun, et al., 2020), causing increased expenses
of system knowledge acquisition. Moreover, there remains gaps in the applicability of
currently available engineering tools towards smart manufacturing with data-driven
controls. Risks such as discrepancy between virtual and physical manufacturing, or outof-sync communications caused by hardware latency, can be significant sources of model
non-convergence, which leads to isolated, fragmented and stagnant data management
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(Tao, et al., 2018). To cope with these challenges, it needs to be investigated that how to
fully adapt current industrial tools as data drivers to derive predictive models of smart
manufacturing knowledges. These knowledges can be generated both from virtual and
physical spaces to enhance data integration and model convergence. Such attempt is also
expected to demonstrate the easy applicability of manufacturing intelligence to
practitioners without requiring specific data analytics expertise.
Digital twinning has been conceptually proposed as a future direction towards
data-driven smart manufacturing by digitally representing physical entities and pursuing
deep cyber-physical integration (Tao, Qi, Liu, & Kusiak, 2018). Compared to pure
simulations, the idealization of digital twin is generally looking for dynamic optimization
technologies that enable real-time system reflections, interaction between physical and
virtual spaces, and automatic model evolvement with updated data feed (Tao, et al.,
2018). It should be noted that the connectivity to the physical platform is a key advantage
of digital twin approaches over a purely simulation approaches. Through live signals,
data collected from external sensors, or knowledge derived from the physical cell can be
fed into the digital twin. Therefore, dynamic connections to factory control processes
should be underlined for digital twin implementations of Smart Manufacturing systems,
as the industrial controls components are inevitable within the systems. In another word,
the convergence of physical and virtual factories control process should be pursued. The
digital twin should be capable of running event-driven simulations or models to perform
control logics and predict system behaviors in responses to events. Moreover, digital
twin of smart manufacturing systems, as an interactive and data-driven tool, should be
developed towards powerful computer-aided modules, which contribute to generating
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manufacturing strategies, integrating virtual and physical data feeds into decision-making
process, and predictive system monitoring based on the live signal feedbacks. However,
considering the complexities of building the digital equivalence in virtual spaces
(Zhuang, Liu, & Xiong, 2018) and various roles with inconsistent definitions (Negri,
Fumagalli, & Macchi, 2017), digital twin applications in recent years have yet made
inadequate progress in production systems.
As an example of developed industrial digital transformation methodologies,
Virtual Commissioning intends to verify manufacturing systems and associated control
programs through simulation before the physical implementation by enabling the
connection between a virtual plant model and a real controller (Lee & Park, 2014).
However, such digital transformation method has been less attractive as it requires
combined expertise and varied engineering skills, such as Computer-Aided Engineering,
robotics, kinematics, control logistics, Object-oriented Programming, etc. In addition, the
importance of low-level modeling (e.g. geometrical modeling, functional modeling, and
electrical modeling) is further highlighted (Hoffmann, Schumann, Maksoud, & Premier,
2010) alongside the basic implementation by Computer-Aided Engineering simulation
tools and object-oriented databases. The combined expertise required to fill the gap
between the physical systems and their digital counterparts is restricting the industrial
scale applications of manufacturing digitalization.
Furthermore, enterprises , especially in small and medium scales, are also in need
of the capabilities to quickly implement product changes and to produce highly variable
products (Zheng, et al., 2019), which addresses the importance of highly responsive
production control systems (Garetti, Macchi, Pozzetti, Fumagalli, & Negri, 2016).
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Meanwhile, highly autonomous automations driven by control intelligence in
manufacturing industries are still at their early stages as safety, trust and efficiency
concerns remain unresolved. To pursue hardware autonomy, the required training process
for online smart control systems will put more constraints on the industrial platforms. For
example, integrating autonomous agents into hard-coded programs will need intermediate
translations to interface mutually (Lu & Asghar, 2020), hence introducing more variance
in the overall system. Large amount of communication redundancy with instant feedback
signals will need feasible memory management, as inefficient training approaches will
lead to increased system run time, etc.
1.2. Research Objectives
In this dissertation, establishing connections with virtual systems are proposed to
further overcome these outstanding bottlenecks in the evolution of Smart Manufacturing.
By creating a deep cyber-physical integration, this work covers both simulative and datadriven solutions to the current industrial applications while moving towards accelerated
Smart Manufacturing Innovation. The objectivities presented in this dissertation are:
1. To demonstrate that Virtual Commissioning (VC) as one of the steps to
industrial digital twinning will accelerate the training, testing, and validation
of smart control systems. The method to pursue VC is to employ large-scale
simulations, sensing, and computation technologies can establish a life-like
digital manufacturing platform to capture, represent, and predict the dynamics
of a live manufacturing cell.
2. To enable semantic integration of implicit process indications that is
deployable to industrial signal-based control loops. Rapid inference of
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manufacturing events from image-based data feeds is proposed, and hence to
trigger process control signals designated with different event detection tasks.
This allows the self-awareness of comprehensive system states.
3. To address product-centered material handling processes for
manufacturability analysis by efficiently connecting the physical and cyber
components and illustrating a proof-of-concept Digital Twin aided process
autonomy fed by rapid 3D surface signatures. By hybridizing smart sensing
and simulative approaches, shape signatures can be utilized as high-level
manufacturing knowledge by increasing the fusion between domain
knowledge and data-driven approaches
4. To validate the conceptual outline towards efficient Digital Twinning of
robotic manufacturing with detailed implementations and key technologies
along with some of the preliminary results. On which basis, the foundation of
a dynamic scheduler agent terming the Digital Engine (DE), will be conceived
as a smart process optimization tool utilizing multi-source data. The ideation
of such platform optimization tool through the DE concept coupled with a
true VC platform fits directly under the SM umbrella and has the potential to
develop into a number of advances in smart systems including higher
throughput, safer human intervention, self-monitoring manufacturing cells,
and more autonomous operation control and scheduling.
5. To construct affordable and customizable expert or Machine Learning (ML) enabled cyber systems coupling with conventional industrial physical control
systems for cognitive automation towards fully autonomous manufacturing.
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This is to enable the rapid connection between virtual environment with the
real-world environment to facilitate near real-time knowledge taxonomy.
1.3. Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as: CHAPTER 2 presents a review
of research topics concerning the digital twinning of production systems, Deep
Reinforcement Learning based intelligent control, manufacturing feature recognition
techniques, and Cyber-Physical Integration. CHAPTER 3 introduces the system
environment; construction of the virtual cell and its capability to simulate manufacturing
problems. The interfaces between the system ends are also introduced to demonstrate
real-time communications using the implemented interfaces. CHAPTER 4 presents the
semantic integration of machine vision systems in cyber-physical production systems.
CHAPTER 5 demonstrates a product centered digital twin using a hybridization of smart

sensing and signature-based mapping for 3D shapes. CHAPTER 6 presents
implementations of Digital Engine using different DRL algorithms as dynamic
scheduling agent fed with knowledge acquired from Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
feature representations. Some primary training results are shown for one case study
within the virtual environment. Potential paths to derive from CAD data to higher-level
manufacturing knowledges that interest downstream engineering activities are proposed
as a future SM methodology. The last CHAPTER 7 concludes the main contributions of
this work and proposes future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, four key research topics of this proposed work are investigated.
Related work in the definitions and implementations of digital twin are first reviewed in
Section 2.1. Then in Section 2.2, emerging Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms are
reviewed as concerning proposed improvements on data efficiencies and their behavior.
Section 2.3 summarized well-established feature recognition approaches emphasizing on
the manufacturing feature derivation. At last, Section 2.4 reviews industrial Artificial
Intelligent (AI) applications.
2.1. Digital Twin Technologies
Negri et al. (2017) summarized the roles of the Digital Twin (DT), which are still
mostly applied in product predictive maintenance and condition-based monitoring related
research in Aeronautics and Space fields (Negri, Fumagalli, & Macchi, 2017). However,
it is worth noticing that DT usage is emerging in the fields of manufacturing and robotics,
where the emphasis on Virtual Commissioning and automation system optimizations
become in demand. In 2013, the first works reporting research on DT in advanced
manufacturing sector considered DT to be the virtual counterpart of production resources,
and not only of the product (Lee, Lapira, Bagheri, & Kao, 2013). In addition, with its
core technologies in big data analytics and cloud platforms, recent Industry 4.0
developments help expand the application of DT to more data-driven, virtually
augmented, and smart integrated manufacturing systems. An interesting application of
8

applying real-time synchronized simulation of the production system as a part of highly
responsive and modular production control system is proposed, named Synchro-push
(Garetti, Macchi, Pozzetti, Fumagalli, & Negri, 2016), which continuously updates
inventory status and performs adaptive scheduling of production orders and transfer
management in prompt response to the changes in the production mix. Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) are further envisioned to help developing SME manufacturing
applications by dividing the physical system into reusable and reconfigurable modules.
The definition of Digital Twin has been non-uniform and ambiguous depending
on the application areas. Scientific researchers tend to look for high-fidelity reference
models to improve predictive capabilities of digital twins, where interactive optimizations
can occur on both physical and virtual parts. Schleich et al. proposed a concept of
utilizing Skin Model Shape (Schleich B. , Anwer, Mathieu, & Wartzack, 2014) , an
abstract model of the physical interface between a workpiece and the environment, as a
reference model to predict the product physical properties (Schleich B. , Anwer, Mathieu,
& Wartzack, 2017). Although the scope of this work focuses on the digital twinning of
product development, the idea of using digital twin for geometrical variation management
serves as the basis of production system twinning such as industrial process control.
Another work by Knapp et al. proposed to utilize a transient, three-dimensional
mathematical model for Additive Manufacturing process as the blocks for digital twin
(Knapp, et al., 2017). Meanwhile, industrial implementations of Digital Twins focus
more on implanting developed and tested technologies to manufacturing systems,
communicating about gained manufacturing knowledge, and continuously optimize by
data-driven decision-making. Zhuang et al. concluded four current key technologies:
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real-time data acquisition, organization and management, DT construction, big data
prediction, production management and control services (Zhuang, Liu, & Xiong, 2018).
Konstantinov et al. (2017) demonstrated uses of Cyber-Physical System enabled virtual
engineering tools within a practical workflow to complement existing engineering tools
and methods (Konstantinov, Ahmad, Ananthanarayan, & Harrison, 2017). The transient
data feed between objects requires more efficient and safer communication protocols to
one of the DT key technologies, such as MQTT (Haag & Anderl, 2018) and OPC-UA
(Tao & Zhang, 2017), which is a more practical industrial approach. In the aspect of
system optimization, a comparison between the conventional process optimization tool
Value Streaming Mapping and Digital Twin was made (Uhlemann, Schock, Lehmann,
Freiberger, & Steinhilper, 2017) and the potential near real-time data acquisition and
simulation capabilities of DT were demonstrated. Furthermore, Virtual Commissioning
(VC) is another well-developed technology for testing systems through simulations to
evaluate the safety and feasibility of scheduling and manufacturing approaches before
physical deployment. An overview by Hoffmann et al. (2010) (Hoffmann, Schumann,
Maksoud, & Premier, 2010) demonstrated the implementation of VC necessitates a
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) simulation tool environment and object-oriented
databases containing simulation models of manufacturing system components, by which
several recent attempts (Guerrero, López, & Mejía, 2014) (Fält & Halmsjö, 2016) were
made in realizing VC with the same philosophy using different tools to construct virtual
plant, hardware/software architecture , communication pathways, etc. The employment of
virtual counterparts of manufacturing systems was further validated in (Konstantinov,
Ahmad, Ananthanarayan, & Harrison, 2017) (Harrison, Vera, & Ahmad, 2016).
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However, several deficits and problems of currently employed DT technologies were
summarized (Uhlemann, Lehmann, & Steinhilper, 2017) in production systems towards
near real-time optimizations, including manual motion data acquisition process,
insufficient coupling between simulation and optimization resulting in slow-down in
parameter generation, lack of simulative investigations, high expense to use real-time
locating system technology such as RFID on the tracked objects, and concerns in data
security. Machine vision technology as image recognition is proposed to identify
products at large production machine. Built on the emerging technologies, complete
components of DT in manufacturing are proposed by Tao et al. to include five parts:
physical part, virtual part, connection, data, and service. They also generalize the
characteristics of DT systems to be real-time reflection, interaction and convergence
between virtual and physical space; along with self-evolution, real-time updates, and
continuous improvement through comparing virtual space with physical space in parallel
(Tao F. , Zhang, Liu, & Nee, 2019).
The implementation of Digital Twin is centered around data and interfacing
communications since mass customization and flexible production emphasize the need
for an easier high-level data storage and model exchange between different systems
connected to the DT (Schroeder, Steinmetz, Pereira, & Espindola, 2016). In this work, an
object-oriented paradigm (XML/JSON) and IoT middleware are used for an easier
exchange of data. It is identified that the future research trends on DT-driven design and
manufacturing to be: (1) Intelligent perception and connection technology, (2) Digital
twin data construction and management, (3) Smart service analysis method based on
digital twin data, and (4) More applications on digital twin-driven PLM (Tao, et al.,
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2018). The data-driven approach to Smart Manufacturing was further outlined with three
essential steps: (1) Establish networks to define problems; (2) Develop platforms for
modelling, sharing, and innovation; (3) Enact smart manufacturing policies.
Kritzinger et al. attempts to distinguish recent applications by the level of data
integration between digital and physical objects (Kritzinger, Karner, Traar, Henjes, &
Sihn, 2018). Digital Model implements bi-directional manual data flow, while Digital
Twin enables bi-directional automatic data flow. Digital Shadow only feeds one-way
automatic data flow from the physical object into the digital object, while from digital
object to physical object manually. Based on this categorical method, majority of the
investigated publications are classified as Digital Shadow and Digital Model. The case
studies that fit the definition of two-way data streaming Digital Twin applications are
very scarce. Another comment provided in this literature study is that the Digital Model
helps to find particular components of a product faster. In the context of Smart
Manufacturing, desired components of production systems can also incorporate optimal
strategies to finish manufacturing tasks. The advantages of DT are also highlighted
(Uhlemann, Schock, Lehmann, Freiberger, & Steinhilper, 2017) in continuous data
acquisition, automated and repeated derivation of optimization measures and capturing of
motion data, etc. Particularly, communicating with DT system can access augmented data
for optimization process. For example, a use case of DT is described in a large assembly
shop floor, where it serves to predict and prevent potential disturbances, anomalies, and
problems to the production procedures in advance. Three kinds of data are being
exchanged: real-time perception data, production process data and production activity
plan data. These are highlighted and their linkage to resource deployment and
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optimization are depicted under an event-driven assembly line (Zhuang, Liu, & Xiong,
2018). To that end, three levels of DT components need to be modelled: element,
behavior and rule, which can be interpreted as: system components, predictive responses,
and control policies.
It is identified that the future research trends on DT-driven design and
manufacturing to be: (1) Intelligent perception and connection technology, (2) Digital
twin data construction and management, (3) Smart service analysis method based on
digital twin data, and (4) More applications on digital twin-driven PLM (Tao, et al.,
2018). The data-driven approach to Smart Manufacturing was further outlined with three
essential steps: (1) Establish networks to define problems; (2) Develop platforms for
modelling, sharing, and innovation; (3) Enact smart manufacturing policies. A structured
summary of this literature review is shown in Figure 2.1 to highlight surveyed topics
regarding the digital twin concept when identifying current research gaps.
2.2. Deep Reinforcement Learning
The manufacturing knowledge consists mainly of complex, unprocessed, highdimensional, and sensory inputs. Although Reinforcement Learning is not widely applied
in manufacturing (Wuest, Weimer, Irgens, & Thoben, 2016), the family of DRL has
evolved through the past decade to handle non-static input data. One of the most
fundamental DRL algorithms is Deep Q-Learning (DQN) (Silver, et al., 2013). It is a
value-based method where all the accumulated future rewards (action values) are
estimated by neural networks based on input observations. The estimation networks are
trained either instantly after each interaction with the environment (online) or by buffered
experience replay mechanism.
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Figure 2.1 A structured summary of investigated digital twin literatures

A major drawback of natural DQN is that its difficulty to convergence and
instability caused by its sensitivity to hyper parameters and dynamic learning targets. The
influence of memory buffer size to approximate convergence of different DQN reward
functions was discussed and experimented (Zhang & Sutton, 2017). While a default value
of 10e6 is used in DQN community, the results show that for tabular function
representations, a smaller buffer size results in a faster convergence rate as each stateaction pair is revisited infinitely many times. Prioritized Experience Replay (PER)
(Schaul, Quan, Antonoglou, & Silver, 2016) is proposed to prioritize the memories in the
buffer based on their TD error, which means that the more “surprising” the predictions
are, the more likely it is that they will be sampled to train the networks. PER will
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accelerate DQN convergence at an additional O(nlogn) memory inquiry cost if an
advanced data structure, such as sum tree, is implemented. Proper design of reward
function is also critical to the training process. An unbalanced memory buffer dominated
by single data distribution will result in a lack of exploration and finally trapped at a local
minimum under one policy. Double DQN (Hasselt, Guez, & Silver, 2015) is another
successful attempt to increase the stability of training process as it proposed to train
evaluate network based on the decision made by itself. This will overcome the Q value
overestimation caused by the difference between target and evaluate networks. Dueling
networks proposed a method to separately estimate the value of states and action
advantages (Wang, et al., 2015). This is particularly useful for model-free Deep
Reinforcement Learning where learning across actions can be generalized at each state.
Furthermore, although value-based methods such as DQN are qualified to handle highdimensional observation spaces with discrete action spaces, their capabilities are limited
when the action spaces are high-dimensional or even continuous, which causes countless
combinations of policies and significant difficulty to explore efficiently. To use DRL in
continuous action domains, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (Silver, et al., 2014) was
designed with an Actor-Critic network system, which is featured as policy gradients.
2.3. Manufacturability Feature Extraction and Recognition
CAD systems mainly focus on creating geometric shapes by Boolean operations
with a set of CAD features to enable an advanced information flow from early design to
all phases within product lifecycle (Miao, Sridharan, & Shah, 2002). Feature can be
deemed as a communication medium between design and manufacturing. With the use of
features, parameterized shape information from CAD models can directly support the
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manufacturing planning in a Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) system (Langerak
& Vergeest, 2007).
The notion of manufacturing characteristics in such CAD systems are not
involved, as high-level geometrical or topological entities that are meaningful for
engineering analysis and decision-making systems (Dimov, Brousseau, & Setchi, 2007).
For example, a cylinder protrusion is a common design feature in CAD, but it cannot be
manufactured by a single machining operation, for which reason cannot be identified as a
single machining feature. Feature recognition is a critical sub-discipline of CAD/CAM
that focuses on the design and implementation of algorithms for detecting manufacturing
significance from CAD models (Han, Pratt, & Regli, 2000). Translation between design
intent and manufacturing features can be accomplished by the design-by-feature (DBF)
approach with feature selections constrained by manufacturing practice, however,
designer’s creativity and scope are limited by requiring them a clear awareness of the
production environment (Dimov, Brousseau, & Setchi, 2007). In addition, even during
the design process with DBF, due to feature interactions, feature recognition and
validation techniques are still needed to check whether the newly added features would
affect the validity of existing features (Lee & Kim, 1998). In order to apply to various
downstream engineering activities, feature implicit definitions have to be decomposed
into certain subclasses depending upon their intended applications, such as design
features, manufacturing features, assembly features, and analysis features (Pratt, 1993).
These explicit definitions should include the minimal set of necessary conditions that
classify a feature uniquely (Joshi & Chang, 1988). In particular, manufacturing features
are widely used for manufacturability analysis for related shape-forming or material-
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removing process planning activities such as the configuration of work piece holding,
choice of machines and cutting tools, and planning of the machining operations (Li &
Liu, 2002). The most common domain in manufacturing features is machining features,
which is characterized by (Woo & Sakurai, 2002) as: contained in the delta volume,
which refers to the volumetric difference between the raw stock and the final part; can be
removed from the workpiece by one machining operation with a 3-axis machining center.
One machining operation is defined as a movement of one cutter in one setup without
retracting from the workpiece; the removal creates a portion of the part’s surface without
destroying the part.
For popular feature recognition methods such as graph-based and hint-based
feature recognition, which rely on tracing the typical topological characteristics. Because
difficulties of recognizing interacting features arise from the fact that partial or all of the
boundaries are divided into several segments or even destroyed, and the characteristics of
pre-defined features is missing (Narang, 1996). Thus, feature interaction is a major
challenge in the development of feature recognition approaches with robustness (Li, Ong,
& Nee, 2003) further break down interacting features to primitive features so that they
can be used by downstream engineering activities. This challenge is highlighted by the
explicitness and uniqueness of feature interpretations (Woo & Sakurai, 2002).
Among three types of CAD representation schemes: 2D wireframe model, surface
model, and volumetric model, only the volumetric solid model is capable to handle
spatial addressability, generate NC tool path and calculate mass characteristics with the
least ambiguity (Subrahmanyam & Wozny, 1995), which is essential to the
manufacturing feature interpretations. Volumetric representation describes an object as a
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set of primitive volumes. It was designed for extending feature concepts to general
machining volumes that are associated with particular machining operations, because
machining process is more easily described volumetrically.
Rule-based (Chan & Case, 1994) (Donaldson & Corney, 1993) (Vosniakos &
Davies, 1993) FR approach to feature recognition system generates features as templates
consisting of characteristic patterns of rules but without explicit representation scheme.
If-Then inference rule is used to recognize patterns by presumable boundary constraints
of features, which causes limitations when applying to complex parts. Based on rulebased approach, hint-based and graph-based approaches are developed to derive
generalized rules and engineering significances given incomplete representations or
indications. A hint can be defined as a pattern in the part boundary that provides a trace
for the potential existence of a feature (Jones, Reidsema, & Smith, 2006) from the
“presence rule” which is a minimal indispensable portion of a feature's boundary which
must be present in the part even when features intersect. A hint generating strategy was
firstly proposed as combination of part faces, which contain characteristic information
from diverse sources that can be associated with a certain feature type. This system was
further improved by (Han & Requicha, 1997) and (Han & Requicha, 1998)by providing it
with the ability to reason about hints generated from various sources, which may include
direct user input, tolerances and attributes, and design features. (Regli, Gupta, & Nau,
1995) and (Geng, Chen, He, & Wu, 2016) used edges and vertices rather than faces as
hints to identify or decompose interacting features, then possible volumetric features are
reconstructed to facilitate sequencing process in the Computer-Aided Process Planning
(CAPP) system. (Zhang, Nassehi, & Newman, 2014) consulted the part’s CNC program
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to extract the feature information and retrieve process knowledge. Feature interactions
can be hinted by virtual rays. (Sommerville, Clark, & Corney, 2001) presented a novel
methodology extracting hints by projecting and measuring virtual rays to objects.
(Ranjan, Kumar, Pandey, & Tiwari, 2005) presented a similar method that gets the
contour of 2.5D machining part’s top view as feature hint by projecting virtual rays
vertically from upside and analyzing the boundaries and length of the rays. (Brousseau,
Dimov, & Setchi, 2008) proposed a method for automatic generation of logics as feature
hints.
Graph-based representation schemes of CAD models demonstrate a clear
interpretation of the topological structure of an object, also facilitates the development of
feature recognition technology. Edge-face graph (EFG) (Ansaldi, Floriani, & Falcidieno,
1985), face adjacency hyper-graph (FAG) (Ansaldi, Floriani, & Falcidieno, 1985),
hierarchical face adjacency hypergraph (HFAH) (Floriani & Falcidieno, 1988), labelled
graph representation scheme based on vertex-edge graph (VEG) (Chuang & Henderson,
1990) have been developed to represent different hierarchical information. One of the
most notable scheme series is based on attributed adjacency graph (AAG), introduced by
(Joshi & Chang, 1988), where nodes are faces, arcs are edges corresponding to face
adjacencies, and arc attributes account for the edge convexity. AAG is then decomposed
to its sub-graphs by removing all of its nodes surrounded by convex edges. The resulting
sub-graphs are analyzed to determine their feature types with the aid of feature template
graphs. Based on these proposed graphs, higher level of abstraction has been pursued as
cavity graph (Marefat & Kashyap, 1992) with the face node labelled by its orientation
direction, aspect face edge graph (AFEG) (Corney & Clark, 1991) with aspect vectors
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(tool approach direction for machining the feature) to extend EFG, surface-based
attributed adjacency graph (SAAG) (Laakko & Mäntylä, 1993) with curved surface node,
oriented face adjacency graph (OFAG) (Fields & Anderson, 1994) based on FAG by
adding two labels to the arcs, one indicates whether the adjacency is convex or concave,
and the other describes whether the adjacency is interior or exterior with respect to one of
the faces, loop adjacency hyper graph (LAHG) (Qamhiyah, Venter, & Benhabib,
1996)where a node represents a loop and arcs denote the edges with attributes of
convexity, constraint graph with perpendicularity (Yang & Marefat, 1996), MultiAttributed Adjacency Graph/Matrix (MAAG/MAAM) (Venuvinod & Wong, 1995),
(Venuvinod, Yuen, & Merchant, 1994), (Yuen & Venuvinod, 1999) where both the nodes
and arcs are attributed by MAAM, where the diagonal cells contain the face attributes
and the off-diagonal cells contain the edge attributes, Reference Attributed Adjacency
Graph (RAAG) (Zhang, Chan, & Chen, 1998)with the “reference face” attributes to both
nodes and arcs, Extended attributed adjacency graph (EAAG) (Gao & Shah, 1998) with
more attributes of edge and face to better support interacting features, an isolated version
of AAG (Wong & Lam, 2000) only considering the concave edges as hint of potential
features, then attaching the adjacent faces to the concave edges to construct the face edge
sequence (FES) graph, holistic attribute adjacency graph (HAAG) (Li, Ding, Mou, &
Guo, 2010) adding edge node type and quantitative attributes. The graph can also be
constructed with multiple levels (Huang & Yip-Hoi, 2002), where low-level graph was
face graph (FG) and high-level was feature relation graph (FRG) including intersect,
parallel, stackable and mergeable lower-level features.
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Besides representation scheme, the other key variation of various approaches is
feature extraction process, or in some cases, graph decomposition. Graph isomorphic
matching is the basis for all graph-based methods. In early works, the primitive templates
were compared to the entire graph one node by one node. This exhaustive matching is a
well-known NP-hard problem and requires all N! reordering and comparisons (Verma &
Rajotia, 2004). (Joshi & Chang, 1988) decomposed the part graph into subgraph by
deleting nodes representing faces that were connected to all adjacent faces with convex
angles, which is reasoned to be generated by machined features. Identifying cut-nodes
(Gavankar & Henderson, 1990) as the entrance face of a depression feature,
disconnecting the nodes with only concave edges to identify depression features,
incremental recognition method (Laakko & Mäntylä, 1993), transforming part graph into
a MAAM (Venuvinod, Yuen, & Merchant, 1994), using loops (Qamhiyah, Venter, &
Benhabib, 1996) and edges (Zhang, Chan, & Chen, 1998) to extract features faces are
attempted to reduce the matching and extraction domain. Minimal Condition Sub-Graph
(MCSG) and manufacturing face adjacency graphs (MFAG) were generated (Gao &
Shah, 1998) to decompose and match with predefined feature library. To extract subgraph/feature from the MAAG, concave triggering algorithm (CvTA) (Yuen &
Venuvinod, 1999) , multi-step graph matching algorithm (Huang & Yip-Hoi, 2002),
using degree of vertex (Verma & Rajotia, 2004), using a library of feature seed faces as a
hint (Li, Ding, Mou, & Guo, 2010) are proposed to partition the graph by identified
concave edges. Attempts are made to restore missing arcs using virtual links (Marefat &
Kashyap, 1992) (kumar, Salim, & Nee, 1996) (Ji & Marefat, 2003), predefining some
interacting features as high-level feature (Huang & Yip-Hoi, 2002), and decomposing
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certain types of interacting graph into subgraphs by heuristics (Gao & Shah, 1998) in
graph-based methods as the solution to recognize feature interactions. However, real
industrial parts cannot be handled with satisfactory as the ambiguity of feature
combinations could not be eliminated, completely destroyed faces cannot be restored, the
search scope is limited by the feature libraries and transition features hinder graph
constructions. Thus, volumetric hint-based methods, are investigated to deal with
interacting features.
Due to the remarkable volumetric representation and exhaustive nature of
decomposition, the volume decomposition methods are considered to be effective when
handling the interacting features and downstream manufacturing applications. The
volume decomposition approach identifies the removed (machining) volume of material
from solid stock and decomposes the volume into intermediate volumes first, and then the
features are generated by combining the intermediate volumes based on certain rules.
According to the methods to decompose volumes, volume decomposition methods can be
generally divided into two sub-groups: convex-hull decomposition and cell-based volume
decomposition.
Convex-hull decomposition (Chazelle, 1981) is first implemented by Alternating
Sum of Volumes (ASV) Decomposition (Woo T. , 1982), where volumetric difference
between the part and its convex hull is computed recursively until the convex hull equals
the part. (Tang & Woo, 1991) (Kim & Wilde, 1992) made further efforts to solve the
non-convergence problem. To generate manufacturing features, (Waco & Kim, 1994)
proposed a method to convert Form-Feature Decomposition into machining features by
rewriting the Boolean expression of every positive form feature using the half-spaces
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determined by its original faces. (Parienté & Kim, 1996) improved ASVP method by
adding incremental update capability to support concurrent feedback of design changes.
(Kim, Wang, & Rho, 2001) developed a feature recognition system using alternative sum
of volumes with partitioning decomposition by combining the face dependency
information with machining process information. Observation that the inner loops of
concave edges lying within the convex hull imply machining features is also used to
identify the profile patterns of convex hull (Ferreira & Hinduja, 1990). An obvious
difficulty of convex hull decomposition approaches is that they cannot be applied to any
freeform surfaces such as curved surfaces.
Cell-based Decomposition is to decompose the volume or delta volume of an
object into minimal cells with a simple shape. The cells are then recombined as a larger
volume that can be removed by a single machining operation, and in the last step, the
combined volume is checked for topological and geometrical characteristics and
recognized as a machining feature. Exhaustive cell recombination (Sakurai & Chin,
1994) (Tseng & Joshi, 1994) generates multiple interpretations of feature and matched
with the predefined features with graph-based methods. Features can be classified by
machining attributes such as accessibility and degree of freedom by this method (Shah,
Shen, & Shirur, 1994). Face extension (Coles, Crawford, & Wood, 1994) and space
partitioning (Sakurai, 1995) methods are improved to address the problems of
unreasonable composition and to recognizing overlapped features. Cell decomposition
method is successfully applied to curved surfaces by introducing maximal volumes
composed by minimal cells that allows concave edges (Sakurai & Dave, 1996).
Machining features are also derived from sliced sub-volumes of the entire delta volume
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along a certain axis into sub-volumes having constant cross-section and decomposing .
(Kailash, Zhang, & Fuh, 2001) introduced a concept of machined face, which is the face
of part at which material is removed by machining processes from the stock. It can be
found by comparing the final part and stock. After identification of machined faces, the
delta volume is decomposed recursively by extending the machined faces, until there is
only one machined face in the partitioned volumes. Then the resultant volumes are
reconstructed and mapped to multiple interpretations of machining operations. The
applicability to complex parts gets improved by Maximal volume decomposition method
with reduced number of cells (Woo & Sakurai, 2002). Generation of large number of
unnecessary cells can also be avoided by localized face extension, by which cells are
generated by extending adjacent faces from a face with common non-concave edge (Woo
Y. , 2003). Simple concave spaces bounded by a convex inner loop can be decomposed
by wrap-around decomposition method (Koo & Lee, 2002), which is integrated with
another three volume decomposition methods (fillet-round-chamfer decomposition,
volume split decomposition and maximal volume decomposition) to volume
decomposition tree for downstream applications (Kim & Mun, 2015) (Kim & Mun,
2014). Based on face extension and edge convexity relations, features defined in cellbased decomposition approach are essentially volumes having simple shapes, which can
be produced by a single machining operation. Therefore, this approach is suitable for
manufacturing planning and NC coding. Moreover, because the exhaustive multiple
interpretations enable the extraction of all features, this method has been considered as an
effective method for handling feature interactions to some extent. These multiple
interpretations can be used as a basis to generate alternative process plans, and potentially
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used in various downstream engineering activities, such as a design analysis and
optimization.
Feature recognitions by Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are also explored to
use different input representations such as 2D projections (Peters, 1992) (Wu & Jen,
1996) (Chuang, Wang, & Wu, 1999) (Jun & Raja, 2002), AAG graph (Prabhakar &
Henderson, 1992) (Nezis & Vosniakos, 1997)(interactions can be handled by introducing
virtual adjacency matrix in (Ding & Yue, 2004) ) and face score vector (Hwang, 1992)
(Lankalapalli, Chatterjee, & Chang, 1997) (Öztürk & Öztürk, 2001). In order to represent
machining feature families with variations in topology and geometry, (Sunil & Pande,
2009) proposed an enhanced face score vector. AANs are considered as heuristic
algorithms that requires intuition or empirical knowledge. For this reason, they are
improved by hybridizing with other approaches such as graph and hint-based approach
(Prabhakar & Henderson, 1992), (Li, Ong, & Nee, 2003), (Lam & Wong, 2000).
To relate to downstream engineering activities, a hybrid FR system (Zhang, Chan,
& Chen, 1998) is presented by combining graph-based and convex-hull decomposition
approach. The interacting features are decomposed into primitive shapes by using virtual
link technique and volume manipulations. The introduction of the concept of convex-hull
volume facilitates the reconstruction and recognition of decomposed features. Moreover,
various hybrid attempts are also made to combine graph-based and volume
decomposition approaches for better solutions to interacting features. One is described in
(Wong & Lam, 2000), where the graph-based approach is used to extract and recognize
features from 3D models and the volume decomposition approach is incorporated to
generate delta volumes and multiple interpretations of machining operation sequences.
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Another type of volume-graph hybrid approach uses maximal volume decomposition to
extract machining features and face adjacency graph matching to recognize features, such
as (Tseng & Joshi, 1994), (Sakurai & Dave, 1996) (Rameshbabu & Shunmugam, 2009).
2.4. Industry Artificial Intelligence Applications
Today, the 4th industrial revolution is replacing the traditional manufacturing
control pyramid with cyber-physical system (CPS) enabled autonomous control
(Bettenhausen & Kowalewski, 2013). CPSs are defined to transfer raw data to actionable
operations, assisting users to com-prehend and process information, and adding resilience
to the manufacturing system through evidence-based decision making (Napoleone,
Macchi, & Pozzetti, 2020). Creation of future manufacturing process monitoring systems
requires that the robotics encompassed within the manufacturing process be modeled and
connected to their physical counterparts to complete a cyber-physical fusion of data
(Schleich B. , Anwer, Mathieu, & Wartzack, 2017) (Qi, Tao, Zuo, & Zhao, 2018) (Tao,
et al., 2018). The virtual world data from, as an example, simulation-based virtual
environment reduces time between development and implementation (Uhlemann,
Lehmann, & Steinhilper, 2017). Moreover, simulations consist of the ability to replicate
various activities within the virtual manufacturing cell and to explore and optimize the
actions of the manufacturing process (Boschert & Rosen, 2016). In addition, development
of secured and rapid digital pipelines (Kumar, Mallikharjuna, Kothuru, & Rao, 2019)
enables constant back-and-forth sharing of data, which is essentially re-quired for this
desired cyber-physical data fusion (Leng, et al., 2019).
The physical manufacturing platform must also enable the collection and
integration of process data. In particular, enabling the integration of inspection data with
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more complete analysis has been studied in some advanced manufacturing processes,
such as automated fiber placement (Sacco, Radwan, Harik, & Tooren, 2018) (Sacco,
Radwan, Beatty, & Harik, 2019). Traditionally, direct process signals monitored via
Programmable Logic Control (PLC) systems, including the control signals indicating the
running states of field devices, can be reported over the standardized protocols, such as
OPC-UA (Damm, Leitner, & Mahnke, 2009), and MTConnect (Liu, Vengayil, Lu, & Xu,
2019), allowing for easy interconnections to other manufacturing systems (Xia, Sacco,
Kirkpatrick, Harik, & Bayoumi, 2019) (Xia, et al., 2021). The Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communications establish interconnections between machines and autonomous
actions over Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) networks (Gierej, 2017). Benefiting from
the convergence of industrial technologies and IP-enabled low-power wireless
networking technologies (Dujovne, Watteyne, Vilajosana, & Thubert, 2014), information
exchanges between machines can circulate significant process indicators, health indices,
along with higher-level manufacturing orders and strategies extracted from external
intelligent systems, such as manufacturing feature recognition systems (Shi, Zhang, Xia,
& Harik, 2020), by which means, system adaptiveness given manufacturability analysis
(Shi, Zhang, Baek, Backer, & Harik, 2018) can be further explored in the context of
complex systems.
In addition, state acquisition for indirect process indicators can be achieved by
advanced sensing technologies. Visual systems are proposed as indirect indicators for
both process and machine health monitoring (Saidy, et al., 2020). In addition to collection
of these high dimensional signals, pattern recognition for time-critical sensing variables
have been implemented for continuous event understanding by annotating sensor data
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with se-mantic metadata using a semantic sensor Web (SSW) (Sheth, Henson, & Sahoo,
2008). A specific SSW applied to manufacturing is further developed in (Xie, Cai, Xu,
Jiang, & Bu, 2017). As an instance, in an image-based stream of “manufacturing scenes”,
features-of-interests (FoIs), and composite events along with their spatial and temporal
attributes (Crevier & Lepage, 1997) (Vicol, 2017) (Wickramarachchi, Henson, & Sheth,
2020) need to be learned. Translating these rich sources of information of “manufacturing
scenes” in a way that AI algorithms can understand paves a way to provide rich
background and contextual cues to traditional AI algorithms (Oltramari, Francis, Henson,
Ma, & Wickramarachchi, 2020).
Industrial AI applications are mostly providing solutions for three categories of
research questions: state cognitive assessment, autonomous decision-making (e.g., from
“if-then” to “what-if” conditions), and collaborative implementation (Lee J. , 2020).
Among these questions, AI in signal processing towards smart sensors and online data
processing is fundamental as AI algorithms are ideal tools to extract fuzzy logics from
complex data to furtherly used in controls, interoperations, or rule-based models (Lee J. ,
2020). Recent manufacturing technological advances have sought to leverage advanced
AI algorithms such as Computer Vision to process images (iFlexion, 2018) (Audi Media
Center, 2018) (BMW Group, 2019), 3D CAD (Autodesk News, 2018) (DriveSpark, 2016),
and video analysis (Blackman, 2018) in industrial scales. Technologies empowering
online semantic representation of system states, such as Semantic Sensor Network (SSN)
by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) (Compton, et al., 2012), facilitate the
introduction of expert experiences from analysis models, simulation platforms, and more
recently, Semantic CPPS (Fenza, et al., 2020). For example, establishing knowledge
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graphs (KGs) capturing declarative manufacturing knowledge (also referred to as
manufacturing ontology) (He & Jiang, 2019) (Chhim, Chinnam, & Sadawi, 2019) (Cao,
Zanni-Merk, & Reich, 2018) (Panetto, Dassisti, & Tursi, 2012) and multimodal data in a
machine-readable format for representation, storage, and further reuse (Schlenoff, Hong,
Liu, Eastman, & Foufou, 2013) (Honti & Abonyi, 2019). Further integration can be
expected to adapt communications, such as semantic gateway as service (SGS) (Desai,
Sheth, & Anantharam, 2015) in manufacturing applications.
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CHAPTER 3
BUILDING A DIGITAL TWIN SYSTEM
In this chapter, the Digital Twin is based on one of the key technologies of Digital
Transformation, Virtual Commissioning (VC). Current implementations of VC still
require manual construction of the digital system, definition and tuning of system
components. However, the development of industrial software solutions to VC has
greatly improved the accuracy and user-friendliness of off-line programming robotic
systems and verifying control logic over the traditional commissioning process. The VC
solution used to build the virtual cell for this work was Siemens TecnomatixTM Process
Simulate. In this chapter, systematic conceptual outline proposed in the previous work is
revisited; The construction of VC system and its capability, such as robot offline
programing, collision detection and robot reachability, is further discussed to support
digital twin predictive capabilities.
3.1. Conceptual Outline
The proposed system consists of: (1) Machine Learning (ML)-based dynamic
scheduling agent Digital Engine(red) linked with both (2) the physical manufacturing
cell (orange) including PLC robot controllers, middleware control components or other
actuators, and (3) the virtual manufacturing cell (blue) accommodated by advanced
industrial simulation software such as Process Simulate, enabling the testing and
commissioning of policies to be pushed to the physical plant. The communication of the
proposed system requires information flow between three ends, see Figure 3.1, the
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detailed implementation will be introduced in this chapter. In Figure 3.2, training Digital
Engine was proposed to perform under three phases: (1) primary training cycles by fast
iterative low-resolution simulations; (2) virtually verification training cycles with highresolution simulations; (3) physical verification training cycles with physical platform.
To solve real-life manufacturing problems, the virtual environment must be constructed
in high-fidelity surrogate system that employs large-scale simulation, sensor,
communication and computation technologies and establish a real-time digital
manufacturing platform receiving and reflecting responses to process disturbances, to
which extent meet the criteria of a Digital Twin (Kritzinger, Karner, Traar, Henjes, &
Sihn, 2018).

Figure 3.1. Data Flow between proposed Virtual-Physical-Scheduler system ends
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Figure 3.2. Digital Engine development phases with proposed Virtual-Physical-Scheduler
System

3.2. Virtual Cell Construction
Smart scheduling agents must be given an environment to interact with and train
on. The clear limitations of performing these training cycles with a physical platform,
simply for safety reasons alone, necessitates digital simulations and a means to check the
policy ahead of implementation on a physical platform. The integration (See Figure 3.2)
of the Digital Twin into the training and testing process provides a virtual platform
where cell states and actions can be retrieved to simulate potential physical outcomes to
reduce potential risks on a physical counterpart. Siemens Process Simulate provides
functions such as importing CAD, kinematics definition and simulation, collision
checking, and Teach-Type Robot Programming. A functioning virtual robotic cell can be
easily created and defined; from which, possible robot configurations can be derived,
simulated and translated to robot programming languages, given proper robot
dimensions and critical frames such as the Tool Center Point (TCP). This is normally
referred to as off-line programming. A functional virtual cell depends on accurate
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definitions of system components. While CAD models and definitions of well-developed
products can be retrieved from manufacturers, some components require manual
definition before importing to Process Simulate. For example, the kinematics of an inhouse manufactured robot gripper from stage 1 platform had to be defined (see Figure
3.3). In defining the kinematics of this device, first a CAD model was created in another
software and exported with all the components in an assembly folder; second, the
kinematics of the gripper base, gear rod, connecting rod and gripper finger were grouped
as a crank, which consisted of a fixed link, input link, output link and coupler link; third,
the defined components were linked and their relative translations were specified;
finally, the kinematic definitions were tested by jogging the joints. The gripper positions
and join values were configured for the OPEN, CLOSE, SEMIOPEN poses for
simulation uses.

Figure 3.3. Gripper kinematics definition in Process Simulate: (1) Create CAD model; (2)
Define component kinematics; (3) Link components; (4) Jog joints and verify kinematic
definitions
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Beyond object kinematics definitions, a successful virtual cell construction
requires accurate definitions for object locations, mounting or attachment information
about gripper or any other end effector mounted on robot end, object collision detection
to verify there are no dynamic intrusions between objects, robot reachability checking to
see if the path locations are within the possible configured reach, etc. Process Simulate
provides a simple user interface by using the virtual cell, replicated from the physical
cell, to simulate object dimensions to avoid collisions, plan potential physical cell setups,
and smart locate objects (Figure 3.4). Benefiting from Process Simulate capabilities, our
stage 1 platform setup were constructed with high fidelity to the physical cell (Figure 3.5)
ensuring all the robot paths are valid and safe within reachable and collision-free regions.

Figure 3.4 Proposed virtual cell capabilities. Left: predict object collisions; Middle: test
path location reachability. Right: Smart locate objects

Figure 3.5 Stage 1 Platform. Left: virtual cell. Right: physical setup
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To ensure the feasibility of proposed system, the path accuracy of Process
Simulate offline programming was investigated. Virtually commissioned paths were
tested on Stage 1 platform physical setup (Figure 3.5 right), which includes a Humancollaborative robot Yaskawa Motoman HC-10, the YRC1000 OEM robot controller, and
a SIMATIC S7-1516F Siemens Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The program
generated by Process Simulate offline programming was directly transferred to YRC1000
and successfully interpreted by the HC10 with their proprietary Yaskawa programming
language, INFORM III.
Stage 1 platform experiments were performed in the following procedures: (1)
virtual path planning in Process Simulate; (2) offline programming, which generated the
INFORM III code within Process Simulate platform; (3) physical experimentations with
generated robotic code. Three different robot tasks were virtual commissioned and then
physically tested: pick and place, water pouring, capping and assembly. These tasks were
accomplished with high precisions with defined kinematics, path locations and robot
configurations. Moreover, under the option of 1:1 real-time simulation speed, the
simulation and real robot programs are executed near synchronously. However, some
tuning of the simulation fidelity must be attempted to reach near zero lag. Limited by the
computing performance of the PC hosting Process Simulate, a slight latency delay might
be created when Process Simulate attempts to calculate dynamic inverse kinematics in
real-time. This latency can be effectively mitigated by either upgrading the computing
capability of the host PC or downgrading the simulation resolution to reduce the amount
of kinematic calculations. Simulation resolution in Process Simulate can be controlled by
simulation intervals. While smaller simulation intervals lead to computational latency,
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higher path planning precision is obtained, and hence increases DT predictive capabilities
such as finer collision detections. Recall in Figure 3.2, controlled training phases under
both low-resolution and high-resolution simulations need to be performed during DE
development. The functionality of Process Simulate can easily achieve controlled
simulation resolutions depending on the needs of both training phases. Properly reducing
simulation resolutions will avoid redundant training time and help to find optimal
solutions faster. Therefore, it is concluded that Process Simulate is a powerful tool for the
virtual commissioning of robot motions and paths. Given the simulation accuracy, robot
manufacturing virtual cell proposed in this work is based in Process Simulate virtual
environment and its communication pathways.

Figure 3.6. Stage 1 platform experiments: (1) Virtual path planning; (2) Offline
programming; (3) VC Tasks: pick and place, capping and assembly, and pouring by
continuous movement
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Time-based simulation is traditionally used in digital models when planning robot
operations and off-line programming. In a time-based simulation, the sequence of events
that occur in the cell is fixed and specified before the simulation runs. In contrast, eventbased simulations lack a designated sequence of events, and instead the events of the
simulation are determined dynamically at runtime. Event-based controls are more useful
since they are more robust against disturbances, such as change of lead time, altered task,
equipment failure, etc. Zhuang et al. highlighted one of the Digital twin-based production
management and production service to be event-driven real time decision-making subject
to rescheduling or plan adjustments due to such production disturbances (Zhuang, Liu, &
Xiong, 2018). Conventionally, control engineers had to manually program the logic
behaviors in the plant, which can be time consuming and difficult to debug. As controls
programs become larger, unexpected bugs such as communication interlock failures
occur, which can cause cascading delays or damage to the physical cell. To reduce the
risk of these problems, virtual commissioning using event-based simulations, also named
line simulation or Cyclic Event Evaluator (CEE) simulation in Process Simulate, is used
to allow control engineers to program, debug and test their signal-based control logics.
Another advantage of adopting virtual commissioning on signal-based control is that it
simulates the system response from Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) by enabling signal
exchanges between HMIs and virtual cells. Operator can easily push commands to the
whole virtual platform using the far simpler HMI screens; simultaneously, the same HMI
can be verified in Process Simulate to be implemented in the physical cell. Within the
digital cell in Process Simulate, users can easily create sensors and link with any signals
using defined control logics. These logics can be defined either defined within the scope
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of an object, namely resource logic behaviors, or over the whole cell, namely control
modules. One example of logic behavior is that the robot servo signal needs to be on
before setting a master job. This precondition is specified by the robot manufacturer and
implemented in the simulation within the robot itself. This logic can then be duplicated
when another robot is added to the system. The modules are where a sequence of
programs get scanned and executed when the simulation starts. They are programed on a
higher level and can be seen as a main entrance of cell events, which resembles PLC
main programs. These completes a digital counterpart of signal-based control system,
which is a crucial element of automated system digital twin. Beyond the Stage 1
platform, VC work is also expanding to Small and Medium-sized Enterprises robotic
manufacturing solutions (Figure 3.7) to create signals-based control logic inside a digital
cell that is easier and safer to experiment with than the physical cell.

Figure 3.7 A pharmaceutical robotics use case for sterile syringe filling automation

3.3. Interfaces
Beyond virtual cell construction, communication between systems is one of the
other major topics in creating a digital twin. Based on the controllers and its interacting
environment in the control loop, system commissioning is categorized as real
commissioning, hardware-in-the-loop commissioning, reality-in-the-loop commissioning
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and constructive commissioning (Lee & Park, 2014). More commonly, VC control loops,
under the assumption of interacting with virtual environment, are classified as “hardwarein-the-loop” and “software-in-the-loop” depending on whether physical components such
as PLCs and HMIs are connected to the simulation. In this section, the stage 1
implementation of both “hardware-in-the-loop” and “software-in-the-loop” are
introduced in corresponding to prosed data flow between either PLC or a Siemens PLC
simulation solution PLCSIM Advanced to Process Simulate. Then, a customized
application program interface (API) with Process Simulate Tecnomatix.NETTM, is
designed and utilized to connect Machine Learning (ML) frameworks to the virtual cell
for fast offline training process. When the ML-based scheduler is trained to be
sufficiently reliable and robust, the scheduling agent communicate with both virtual cell
and physical cell through a shared information hub Open Platform Communications
(OPC) server, through which high resolution training cycles will be performed on both
digital and physical cells. This completes the proposed system data flow in Figure 3.1 and
training phases in Figure 3.2, and implies that the digital twin of production systems can
be used as an augmented tool to train decision-making intelligence with significantly
reduced safety and cost concerns.
3.3.1. Physical Control Loop and Its Digital Counterpart
The main industrial control loop in a physical cell is administrated via a PLC,
which centralizes all the control logic flow between lower-level components.
Advancements in control paradigm necessitate reworks in current physical
configurations, including redesign, rewiring and reprogramming of physical PLCs
(Garetti, Macchi, Pozzetti, Fumagalli, & Negri, 2016). We implement the similar
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philosophy to proposed CPS-based modular factory in this article for the goal of easily
customizable and reconfigurable control modules. To evaluate control feasibility and
effectiveness, control scheme simulations as a digital counterpart of the control loop in
the virtual cell are developed for closed-loop optimizations during shop floor
management and control services (Zhuang, Liu, & Xiong, 2018).
The physical cell components of stage 1 platform (left) include sensors, actuators,
middleware controllers and a S7-1500 PLC. Middleware controllers are chosen to control
specific actuators, end effectors or lower-level control objects, for example, YRC1000
controller is the master of the HC10 robot. The communication between S7-1500 and
YRC1000 robot controller is achieved through a Siemens CP1616 PROFINET board.
Siemens TIA Portal as the automation software platform to program Siemens PLCs,
including modules as WinCC and Step7, can also create HMI screens and allow access to
the OPC server from a PC. The physical control loop over a robot is presented in Figure
3.8 left.
During the control process, downloaded programs are executed by PLC cyclic
scanning and compiling sequenced rungs, usually as ladder diagrams. When these
programs are directly compiled and tested on physical setups, their debug process is often
difficult and time consuming, as the PLC is potentially giving or receiving faulty
commands to the physical system. VC provides a methodology that can interact with the
digital twin not only by performing process simulations, but also by virtualizing the
control loops. The control loops of VC components are described in Figure 3.8 right. By
which means, programmers are able to expect the system responses from the digital twin
by downloading untested logics to either physical PLCs (“hardware-in-the-loop”) or the
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simulated PLC (“software-in-the-loop”). The “hardware-in-the-loop” implementation
consists of the following components: physical PLC, OPC server and OPC clients. OPC
server/client pairs are software interface standard enabling PC to communicate with
industrial hardware devices. OPC server converts the hardware communication protocol
used by PLCs to OPC protocols. OPC server is accommodated in S7-1500 and can be
accessed by OPC clients such as Process Simulate, which connects directly to digital cell
signals. On the other hand, a “software-in-the-loop” implementation in Figure 3.8 right
presents a software-only control loop that includes the virtual counterparts to the physical
components: simulated HMI, simulated virtual PLC, OPC server and OPC clients. The
difference between “software-in-the-loop” and “hardware-in-the-loop” lies in whether
simulated PLC and HMI are used instead of physical PLC and HMI. “Software-in-theloop” excludes the usage of hardware components in the loop of two-way
communications between physical and digital counterparts by routing the signals through
the OPC server and the simulated PLC, where the programs can be executed within a
software environment that matches the behavior of a real PLC. By this route, control
safety and feasibility can be evaluated in the digital environment before downloading to
physical PLC. Hence, the digital counterpart of the control loops is achieved by
simulating both PLC functions in PLCSIM Advanced and Human Machine Interfaces in
WinCC Runtime. The proposed digital twinning is realized only in modelling and
simulations, but also in the digital transformation of control and connection pathways,
which completes the definitions of Digital Twin (Kritzinger, Karner, Traar, Henjes, &
Sihn, 2018).
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Figure 3.8 Control loops of physical and digital robot platform. Left: Robot signals
hardware control loop. Right: Virtual Cell Control Loops by Hardware-in-the-loop (PLC
as controller) and Software-in-the-loop (PLCSIM as controller)

3.3.2. Digital Engine Interfaces
The interface structure between digital and physical twin has been discussed
thoroughly at this point. Based on this, our work extends the communications to an AIdriven scheduler Digital Engine, where AI algorithms such as Deep Reinforcement
Learning and Machine Vision can be trained and integrated into both digital and physical
twins, so that the trained dynamic scheduler can be reliably working on both ends. The
language that is being used to develop Digital Engine is Python, where there are many AI
frameworks built by data scientists and imported and deployed with only limited data
science expertise required. To enable communications between customized programming
ends and digital platform in Process Simulate, a pipeline streaming script is created
(Table 3.1) using the Process Simulate API named Tecnomatix.NETTM, which provides
an object-oriented programming interface with TecnomatixTM products backend database.
It is developed to interact with products as Process Simulate by accessing all the defined
objects and operations in virtual cells, creating new objects and operations, controlling
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playback of simulations, creating customized commands in the user interface, etc.
Particularly, in this application, the ability to get the online signals and program control
modules are essential because the proposed digital twin of production process
communicate through live signals on OPC server. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, the
system-embedded manufacturing intelligence needs to be derived from real-time
observations of virtual cell, and then later apply the identical interface to physical
platform. Thus, the online signals are preferably fed from the Process Simulate Line
Simulation Mode, where event-based simulations can be controlled by signals from
PLC/PLCSIM in a timely manner.
In Table 3.1, two interfaces from the Process Simulate API to the Digital Engine
are developed, either feeding the status data from Standard Mode or Line Simulation
Mode. In Process Simulate, depending on whether the simulation is performed under
Standard or Line Simulation Mode, interaction with the digital twin operates differently.
Under Standard Mode, since plant signals are not evaluated, the Digital Engine can only
access plant descriptive data through object-oriented database, such as the distance
between geometric centers of two objects. And then selected programs need to be set on
simulation player to find the system responses (such as program duration or object
collisions during simulation) of the selected operation. Although these knowledges are
from an omniscient perspective of the digital twin, they are not usually sensible from the
physical cell without usage of monitoring devices. Hence, training the algorithms under
Standard Mode becomes less meaningful as physical counterparts of these real-time
knowledges are only partially observable and cannot be the realistic basis on which
decisions are made. For this reason, it is chosen to focus on developing signal-based
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smart dynamic scheduler under Line Simulation Mode. Line Simulation Mode accurately
replicates how the robot cell interacts with the PLC by cyclic evaluating a sequence of
control modules (resembles PLC ladder programs execution) on a predefined scan
frequency. Under line simulation, output signals are evaluated by control modules, thus
signals such as robot program number can be programed through a predefined sequence
of logics and conditions. Instead of simulating selected programs separately, line
simulations only start one time-based simulation and activate operations based on event
changes, such as signal changes triggered by HMI input or simulation. This is more
closed to the environment of real-life manufacturing cells.
This streaming program aims to create an agile and repetitive training
environment that can easily set/reset simulations between training episodes and enables a
two-way data pull/push mechanism over a pipeline between C# .NET framework and
python script. The C# pipeline end is pushing plant status from Process Simulate API
while listening on Digital Engine pipeline end for a command based on current plant
status. Meanwhile, the Digital Engine pipeline end is listening on the pipe until receives
current signals and previous simulation results. Trained AI model is able to choose the
optimal operation from the action list by calculating each action critic values and store
the previous simulation results in a buffer for future training use, which will be furtherly
discussed in Chapter 6. As presented in Table 3.1, under Line Simulation Mode, the
Process Simulate API and its interface with Digital Engine (DE) to select actions based
on feedback signals are programmed as following:
1. Virtual PLC initial scan
2. Send robot operations and live signals to DE
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3. Wait for DE to store simulation results and train ML models
4. Wait for DE to command the best operation at the current status
5. Receive operation scheduler orders from DE
6. Generate virtual PLC programs and play simulation to update virtual platform
7.If an episode is finished, reset simulation player to revert to initial plant status

Figure 3.9 Virtual cell interface with Digital Engine under Line Simulation Mode

Figure 3.10. Human intervention interfaces: Left: Local HMI screen. Right: Remote
human intervention screen
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Table 3.1. Streaming script between Process Simulate API and Digital Engine in a
training episode

Process Simulate Tecnomatix
.NETTM
Standard Mode Line Sim Mode
1. Create a
1. Control module
snapshot of
initialization (reset
initial status
entries and perform
initial scan)
Loop until episode finished
signal
2. Push plant
2. Push plant signaltime-based
based status
simulation
status

Pipeline
Data
Flow

Digital Engine
Pipeline End

AI model

Listen on
pipeline

Sample buffer
memories and
train AI model

3. Pull current
status and
previous
simulation
results from
pipe
4. Push optimal
operation to
pipeline

Listen on pipeline

5.Pull optimal operation command
from pipe
6. Set optimal 6. Set PLC output
operation
signals to actuators
related
and trigger program
program; play execution; and
forward
update plant status
simulation to
update plant
status
7. Apply
7. Reset control
snapshot if
modules and
episode
simulation player if
finished signal episode finished
true
signal true
Repeat

Listen on
pipeline
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Feed current
status to AI
model.
Memorize last
simulation
results
Evaluate all
action values
for optimal
operation

Sample buffer
memory and
train ML
model

3.3.3. Remote Human Interventions
Although adaptive intelligence demonstrated its control capability for process that
follows a sequence of predefined steps in a fairly controlled environment, human still
remain superior at adapting unforeseen changes in complex environment. Currently at an
early stage of manufacturing intelligence, human interventions must be reliable enabled
for automation systems considering limited prognostic knowledges of unexpected
incidents such as equipment failure, or manufacturing strategy changes ordered from
multiple stakeholders. Besides the characteristics such as autonomy, fully automation and
proactivity, it was determined by Mittal et al. that context awareness, interoperability and
compositionality are more commonly used to classify a system as a Smart Manufacturing
system (Mittal, Khan, Romero, & Wuest, 2019). The integration of heterogeneous and
independent systems as a network for a common goal of robustness, performance or cost
is also defined as “System-of-system engineering” (Jamshidi, 2008). Supporting
technologies such as CPS and Industrial Internet (IIoT) are emphasized in this context. In
this work, interfaces developed in proposed Smart Manufacturing methodology also
concerns remote human interventions and monitoring over the automation process with
design following industrial practices and protocols.
Typically, in automation systems, safety logics and signals such as emergency
stop designed to immediately terminate machine operations are not preferably
administrated by users. As they are engineered to effectively prevent system damage, one
should not allow their remote access and always only dependent on the settings by
original equipment manufacturers. Network delay and potential unreliability raise some
more concerns. For these reason, the remote access applications are urged to exclude any
signals and logics related to safety. Such as, the emergency stop must always only rely on
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a local physical HMI machine, even if it is possible to remotely control e-stop button for
HC10. For a single HC10 system, external robot signals that operator should be safely
allowed to interact with are: External Servo on/off, Safety Speed Enable, Play/Teach
Mode Select, Master Job Call, External Start, External Hold, Job Start, Robot Return
Home, etc. Hence, a local customized virtual HMI is designed (Figure 3.10 left) using
SIMATIC HMI simulator within TIA portal. Each of the robot signals is mapped to a
memory registered inside OPC Server that can be written to and read from by HMI
simulator. To enable a remote-control pathway, OPC server is directly accessed online by
extending a work of a python implementation of OPC client FreeOpcUa. A PC end GUI
is designed as Figure 3.10 right. Connecting these signals with an online space can serve
as an initiative IIoT platform application available to different user ends. Further efforts
will be made by subsequent work to provide features such as smart interactions, enhanced
cyber security with hierarchical log in and management authorities, and online database
maintenance. For instance, concerning an application of automation security, the physical
HMI should override changes made by any HMI simulator locally or remotely.
Meanwhile, a local HMI should override any changes made by remote HMI. Upon
completion, proposed system will expand to the integration of autonomous decisionmaking with the remote human intervention by enabling a local scheduler and web-based
access from stakeholders, who will be able to design, simulate, program and control their
own virtual robotic platforms, followed by physical experiments with safely
commissioned programs, where robust and adaptable AI algorithms can be integrated
with the aid of simulation-based plant predictions.
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CHAPTER 4
MACHINE VISION INTEGRATION FOR PROCESS INDICATION
A manufacturing paradigm shift from conventional control pyramids to
decentralized, service-oriented, and cyber-physical systems (CPSs) is taking place in
today’s 4th industrial revolution. Generally accepted roles and implementation recipes of
cyber systems are expected to be standardized in the future of manufacturing industry.
This chapter intends to develop a novel CPS-enabled control architecture that
accommodates: (1) intelligent information systems in-volving domain knowledge,
empirical model, and simulation; (2) fast and secured industrial communication
networks; (3) cognitive automation by rapid signal analytics and machine learning (ML)
based feature extraction; (4) interoperability between machine and human. Se-mantic
integration of process indicators is fundamental to the success of such implementation.
This work proposes an automated semantic integration of data-intensive process signals
that is deployable to industrial signal-based control loops. The proposed system rapidly
infers manufacturing events from image-based data feeds, and hence triggers process
control signals. Two image inference approaches are implemented: cloud-based ML
model query and edge-end object shape detection. Depending on use cases and task
requirements, these two approaches can be designated with different event detection tasks
to provide a comprehensive system self-awareness. Coupled with conventional industrial
sensor signals, machine vision system can rapidly understand manufacturing scenes, and
feed extracted semantic information to a manufacturing ontology developed by either
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expert or ML-enabled cyber systems. Moreover, extracted signals are interpreted by
Programmable Logical Controllers (PLCs) and field devices for cognitive automation
towards fully autonomous industrial systems. This chapter further introduces a novel
cyber-physical infrastructure enabled by digital transformation, industrial internet,
cognitive automation, and artificial intelligence, followed by proposing to utilize machine
vision systems to aid general manufacturing event understandings.
4.1. Introduction
Systematic, rapid, and sustainable artificial intelligence (AI) applications have
been underlined to solve production efficiency, product quality, or system reliability
related inexplicit manufacturing problems (Lee J. , 2020). Recently, the manufacturing
world has been intensively developing real-life AI tools for intelligent maintenance,
product inspection, virtual metrology, energy management, and scheduling optimizations
(Lee J. , 2020). Promptly identifying the accumulation of inexplicit problem indicators
leads to preventing further explicit deficiencies, such as product quality deviations and
machine malfunctions. For instance, taking proactive actions while closely monitoring
complex processes, detecting robot precision deterioration, and evaluating system health
can ensure progression of manufacturing events, particularly in the context of high
precision processes such as assembly, welding, material removal, drilling, and riveting.
Therefore, it calls for manufacturer’s attention to closely monitor implicit process events
that can lead to seamless changes of operating conditions while silently increase the
probability of un-predicted stoppages, by which affect the product quality and production
efficiency.
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In addition, Industrial AI applications utilize their forecasting capability for
business intelligence, such as supply chain demand planning (Toolsgroup, 2016), and
supplier assessment and selection (Saidy, et al., 2018). Computer-integrated and
generative product design are other well-received AI applications in the manufacturing
industry such as (DriveSpark, 2016) (Autodesk News, 2018). Beyond state-of-art AI
algorithms, industrial AI applications require reusable system integration, faster solution
identification, and more efficient integrations. These industrial use cases have led to the
”5S” requirements for industrial smart systems: systematic, standards, streamline, speed,
sustainable (Lee J. , 2020). Equipped with these requirements, AI-enabled smart
manufacturing systems are often implemented with system-embedded closed-loop
controls, with cognitive abilities to deliver manufacturing intelligence driven by data and
knowledge from devices, processes and, even more importantly, product designs. On a
macro scale, future manufacturing industry have been envisioned to address the
competition over information technologies (Panetto, Iung, Ivanov, Weichhart, & Wang,
2019) provided by intelligent, autonomous, and interoperable industrial systems. It has
been concluded that context awareness, interoperability, and compositionality are
commonly used to classify a system as a smart manufacturing system (Mittal, Khan, Romero,
& Wuest, 2019).

System integration of manufacturing intelligence has therefore been an enabling
technology to prepare factories and enterprises for the next evidence-based control and
management era, where competitions between enterprises are placed in information
technologies. The gaps that need to be filled beyond current experience-based control or
management solutions are the system’s capabilities to interpret: (1) process factors not
directly available from signals such as images, heatmaps, etc.; (2) the hidden relation51

ships between process factors; (3) the relationship between process factors and quality of
process (Lee J. , 2020). Moreover, reusability and reconfigurability further indicate the
readiness of an AI approach in smart manufacturing systems, namely, the convenience
and the compatibility of solving problems on similar devices using the same problemsolving process.
Some pitfalls are identified in today’s data-driven manufacturing AI applications
(Morey, 2019): (1) Focusing on the data science approaches while diverging the core
manufacturing problems; (2) Well-established expert knowledge and domain knowledge
are not used when understanding, analyzing, and using data, and (3) Humans are not
often involved in the data processing and decision making. Thus, the industries desire appropriate adoption of AI techniques that can be enclosed in industrial systems and ready
to be deployed into real-time manufacturing applications. Moreover, adequately utilizing
domain knowledge instead of pure data science approaches is emphasized. Domain
knowledge can include simulated relationships between process factors and process
quality, dynamic optimization methods, and/or rule-based expert systems, where
semantic integration of high-level knowledge is imperative. Rapid event-understandings
by both machine and human in highly complex manufacturing scenes need to be
accomplished in this context. This work proposes a novel implementation of vision-based
AI control system towards online image inferences for rapid adaptive process control,
based on our previous work in image data acquisition (Saidy, et al., 2020) and integrated
platforms (Xia, et al., 2021).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 revisits the robot
assembly line with simulation-based digital twin setups. In Section 4.3, system-embedded
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image data collection mechanism is introduced. This presents the approaches to both
cloud-enabled and edge computing towards the event understanding of image feeds. The
inference model and results are presented. Section 4.4 discusses different use cases for
these two approaches and proposes a feasible machine vision understanding mechanism
combining both pathways.
4.2. Visual Inputs from Simulation-Based Digital Twin
This work demonstrates a cyber-physical system of a five-robot assembly line.
Collaborative robots from Yaskawa Motoman are controlled by a safety-enabled Siemens
S7-1516F PLC system. Industrial sensors and vision systems are embedded as smart
devices to monitor the process indicators and device health states during machine
operations. The cyber infrastructure is constructed based on a Siemens virtual commissioning solution, Process Simulate, which accommodates a high-fidelity simulationbased digital twin for the physical assembly line. Moreover, programming physical
robots within the virtual commissioning platform is not only precise but also intuitive,
which does not require a robotic expertise to operate. The automation signals are
synchronized and exchanged between PLC and the cyber system via an OPC-UA server.
Detailed implementation for this smart manufacturing system was introduced in our
previous work (Xia, Sacco, Kirkpatrick, Harik, & Bayoumi, 2019) (Xia, et al., 2021)
(Saidy, et al., 2020). The overview of this simulation-based digital twin is presented in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 A demonstration at the Future Factories laboratory: (a) the current digital twin
and physical twin setups; (b) robot assembly workflow planning; (c) process planning
using high-fidelity digital twin system.

Industrial implementations of robotic production lines are widely adopted to
automate specific manual processes to further meet the manufacturing requirements in
sterility, precision, or workload capacity. However, the needs to adaptively change the
robot action sequences in dynamic work cells have drawn the attention of manufacturing
practitioners, as expected and unexpected incidents can and do occur during the
processes. Such adaptivity requires reliable, precise, and prompt manufacturing eventunderstanding by machines. Hence, this work proposes to develop a deployable vision
system connecting the cyber and physical world. The synchronized results from multiple
vision sources, such as inspection cameras, thermal cameras, and unmanned drones, are
expected to aid the machine event-understandings along with the signals from
conventional industrial sensors. State-of-the-art computer vision algorithms, coupled with
manufacturing feature recognition systems (Shi, Zhang, Xia, & Harik, 2020) and
reinforcement learning (Xia, Sacco, Kirkpatrick, Harik, & Bayoumi, 2019) (Xia, et al.,
2021), are hereby supporting real-time autonomous decision-making in the cyber54

physical production system. Based on these technological advances, future manufacturing
will expand the current research on human–machine interoperability to industrial
paradigms, towards cloud-based, service-oriented cyber manufacturing architectures
(Panetto, Iung, Ivanov, Weichhart, & Wang, 2019) to enable the communications and
collaborations among the machines, between human and machines, and among humans.
Naturally, the vision data samples acquired from this virtual-physical system can
be divided into two datasets with the virtual cell images and the physical cell images.
Visual recognition accomplished on the physical cell dataset is the ultimate goal to
pursue the convergence between virtual and physical world. However, compared to the
real-world images, the virtual images are cleaner and significantly easier to draw
conclusions from, while containing the features of interest aligned with the physical
images (Figure 4.2). More importantly, manual labeling the physical images can be a
cumbersome task in supervised learning tasks. Aided by the digital twin platform, the
images are automatically labelled and can be generated with an unlimited number of
cameras, robot positions, and process events, etc. Demonstrated similarity of virtual and
physical images can largely augment the physical datasets (Figure 4.3) and start
enlightening Computer Vision algorithms with all virtual scenes with automatic labelling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 CenSurE (Agrawal, Konolige, & Blas, 2008) features on: (a) a virtual image
generated by the digital twin; (b) a real image from the physical cell.
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Figure 4.3 Template Matching (Brunelli, 2009) to convolute a virtual image feature on a
physical image.

Manual labeling a large image dataset is cumbersome and can be prone to errors,
especially when annotating irregular shapes for robots, part defects, etc. To solve this
issue and aim to accelerate the image annotation process, a novel method to use digital
twin to automatically label object shapes is enabled by our digital twin platform. We use
Siemens TecnomatixTM Process Simulate to build our digital twin system coupled with
CAD models and process simulations. This digital twin implantation has been proved to
be highly synchronized and precisely aligned with the real-life processes (Xia, et al.,
2021). Inspired by the discussion of image feature mapping in Figure 4.3, we expand this
digital twin’s usage to annotate object shapes automatically during the process
simulations by setting up a virtual vision camera and a RGBD camera in an identical
view. The depth information in the RGBD images can be used to filter the vision images
shape for masks of desired objects. In
Figure 4.4, it is presented how to use the depth information to filter out the shapes
of the robot and the part. This automatic annotation method is not only without any
deviation in shape, but also automatically label the object type. Such usage of digital twin
can also be extended to any computer-aided solutions that supports image rendering and
graphic information retrieval. The virtual images carrying the important features can be
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envisioned to accelerate the learning process on the physical images, which will be
discussed in the following sections. Moreover, monitoring manufacturing processes using
RGBD cameras is becoming a more generally accepted industrial practice. Hence,
coupled with a real RGBD camera, our image annotation methodology can be directly
applied to physical images to filter, detect, and recognize feature of interests in real
manufacturing scenes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1

Figure 4.4 An automatic image annotation method with non-deviation in object shape
enabled by our digital twin platform. (a) A virtual scene containing robot work in
progress rendered by CAD and process simulations; (b) The RGBD image used to filter
out the mask for the robot; (c) A virtual scene containing manufactured part; (d) The
RGBD image with the same view containing part.
4.3. Visual Inputs from Physical Process at Future Factories
Vision-based tools have been developed to access the system data from
manufacturing processes and devices by displaying the states of system components and
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the statistics of embedded sensor signals. As an example, Augmented Reality (AR), as a
data visualization tool, is utilized in human-centered mechanical assembly lines where
real time vision recognition and CAD projections are implemented to instruct
practitioners (Lai, Tao, Leu, & Yin, 2020). The goal of these dynamic vision tools is to
have a better real-time representation of the system’s states and to be able to act
proactively and allow users to reduce audit times.
The design of our vision system for process and health monitoring in a robot
assembly line is introduced in (Saidy, et al., 2020). The proposed visual system is
composed of high-resolution security cameras, wireless on-robot inspection cameras,
material tracking drones and infrared thermal cameras (Figure 4.5). This work attempts to
develop an automated semantic processing system to aid machine or human to monitor
and assess the conditions of the line by analyzing vision data from multiple ends, and to
couple this data with live video feeds. Vision data collected through single-board
computing devices will be acquired in real time with minimal latency. Depending on the
data source and use cases, collected data are either transferred to a cloud server or
analyzed at the edge. The cyber infrastructure will receive, process, and distribute the
inference results from the cloud or the edge for a synchronized semantic integration in the
control loops. Semantic integration of the vision system provides interoperable signals in
an organized manner while ensuring all vital information is readily available for a human
user or a machine end.
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Figure 4.5 Vision-aided process/health monitoring system for proposed robotic assembly
line.

Precise understanding of a manufacturing scene requires analyzing feeds from
multiple cameras (security cameras, inspection cameras, drones, thermal cameras, etc.) as
well as learning the “manufacturing context” as defined by the other sensor data,
participating objects, and sub-processes. Acquiring this knowledge in a generalized and
transferable form aids in properly understanding the underlying manufacturing event. A
computationally feasible intelligent system embedding by distributing computing powers
has been commonly approached (Lee J. , 2020) by two stages: (1) signal processing and
expert feature extraction at the edge or near the source of data, and (2) data-driven
modeling and cumulative learning on the server (local or cloud). Semantic integration
methods of this proposed vision system are discussed in this section with two
implementations: (1) cloud-based service-oriented object recognition; (2) customizable
local shape recognition. A novel method of image dataset augmentation is also proposed
by the aid of the constructed digital twin setup.
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4.3.1. Cloud-Based Object Detection
Beyond the automation pyramid proposed by ISA-95 (Scholten, 2007), RAMI 4.0
(Hankel & Rexroth, 2015), recent

manufacturing paradigms for the integration of enterprise

and control systems are decomposing to networked distributed services. For example,
NIST service-oriented Smart Manufacturing architecture (Lu, Riddick, & Ivezic, 2016)
proposed the utilization of a manufacturing service bus to combine different services,
such as modeling and simulation (enterprise digital factory or digital twin) services,
business intelligence, and computing/control ends (real factory), by which means, the
business intelligence developed as a cloud service can be deployed to each of the
manufacturing processes. Enabled by cloud services, the service-oriented architectures
(SOA) become commercially deployable. IBM I4.0 proposed a 2-layer decentralized
manufacturing system architecture: hybrid cloud layer and device layer. In this work,
image uploading and result query using Watson™ IoT platform over the IBM cloud™
are enabled by representational state transfer API (RestAPI) to extend factory’s
computing capability. Data are further utilized across various levels: edge, plant, and
enterprise, facilitated by distributed computing power from the cloud.
IBM cloud™ is a set of cloud-based products for a wide range of IT applications,
including database management, AI development, computing servers, IoT platforms, etc.
(Zhu, et al., 2009). It provides an environment that helps simplify data preparation
processes and model building operations using a set of tools and machine/deep learning
capabilities in the cloud. This work explores an AI development use case using Watson
Studio™ and presents the system integration process, including image result queries and
systematic deployment. Other products will be further explored in future work.
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Training deep learning models by Watson Studio™ is intuitive, simply by uploading the images and labelling them using web-based interfaces, shown in Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7. The embedded cloud computing power trains the images or detects test
images for regions of interest shaped by bounding boxes. Each derived model is
designated with an API endpoint, which is used to query the model. Knowledge from the
trained model is used to infer a result from uploaded images. The query results return a
JSON file with a list of detected regions and their detection confidence scores. The author
embedded cloud-based object detection model in the monitoring devices by scripting the
image query pipeline with URL syntax using Client URL (cURL). A near-synchronized
alien object detection result fed by IP security cameras is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.6 Define object classes for detection in Watson Studio™.

Computer vision algorithms are taught by feeding various examples of images already tagged with the needed contents to be identified by the model. Appropriate ratios of
both positive and negative image sets are used for training the algorithm. In the case
below, we notice an open door that is being annotated, a negative case would be to train
the model with images where the door is closed.
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Figure 4.7 Region annotation by bounding boxes in Watson Studio™

Figure 4.8 Integrating visual recognition into the cell for an alien object detection task

Other than the feature of classifying images from our cell, another capability provided by Watson Studio, that we are expanding on, is object localization. Region-Based
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Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNNs) (Girshick, Donahue, Darrell, & Malik, 2014)
have been traditionally used for handling object localization. This capacity would help
the operator better understand and locate undesired objects inside the cell. Localization
finds a specific object’s location within an image and displays the results as a bounding
box around the detected object. The main challenge that arises with the use of this feature
is the boundary identification problem that arises when an overlap of two or more objects
occurs in an image. To remedy this problem, we are working on a solution that involves
analyzing and map-ping feeds from different views.
4.3.2. Edge End Object Detection with Shape Recognition
Driven by recent emerging architectures (Hankel & Rexroth, 2015)- (Zhu, et al.,
2009), there is an upcoming shift of manufacturing paradigms towards service-oriented
AI-integrated platforms, with IBM Watson™ being one of the off-the-shelf commercial
products. However, there are still gaps between generally applicable manufacturing
processes and cutting-edge AI successes (Wuest, Weimer, Irgens, & Thoben, 2016)
anticipated by self-cognitive and self-configurable cyber-physical systems (Lee, Bagheri,
& Kao, 2015). Most manufacturing actuations require high precision for real-time
location and detection techniques for shape-critical objects. Especially in the material
handling processes, such as the feature related assembly (Adamson, Wang, & Moore,
2017), automated feature recognition (Shi, Zhang, & Harik, 2020) and additive
manufacturing path planning (Rousseau, Wehbe, Halbritter, & Harik, 2018), recognizing
patterns in visual signals re-quires result reproducibility, acceptable data qualities,
knowledge representation de-sign and labeling, and system result reliability assessment.
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These outstanding manufacturing AI challenges are faced by computer vision scientists
whose scope is outside the system engineering and manufacturing domain.
This work attempts to implement a system integration of a recent Computer
Vision algorithm in the context of manufacturing processes with object shapes being
recognized and output as binary masks. In the Computer Vision community, Convolution
Neural Networks (CNNs) (Atlas, Homma, & Marks, 1987) have generally been
recognized as some of the most effective tools for visual recognition tasks. From LeNet-5
(Lecun, Bottou, Bengio, & Haffner, 2001), AlexNet (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton,
2017), VGG-16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015), to ResNet (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun,
2016), computer vision scientists have delivered numerous optimal CNN architectures to
successfully solve machine learning problems such as overfitting and vanishing or
exploding gradients. Built on these classic architectures as backbones, region-based
CNNs (R-CNNs) (Girshick, Donahue, Darrell, & Malik, 2014) become a category of
networks designed for image region classifications and segmentation for object detection
tasks. R-CNN uses selective search to generate regions with an elongated inference time.
To improve this, Fast R-CNN (Girshick, Fast R-CNN, 2015) generates feature maps for
selective search algorithm and greatly reduces the required computation times. Faster RCNN (Ren, He, Girshick, & Sun, 2017) replaces the selective search with Region
Proposal Networks (RPN) and further accelerates processing time towards real-time
object detection tasks. Using this methodology, Mask R-CNN (He, Gkioxari, Dollar, &
Girshick, 2020) adds an extra output as the object mask with a small computational
expense. As a result, Mask R-CNN performs three tasks: classification, regression, and
segmentation, then successfully refines the bounding box and generates a mask in pixel
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level of the recognized object. This specific segmentation step relates sematic results with
object shapes, and hence reduces the object image to a binary shape information.
Therefore, this work selects Mask R-CNN as the semantic segmentation algorithm for
three reasons: (1) low computational costs provided by Faster R-CNN; (2) Shape-critical
recognition results; (3) Binary representation of objects as process event understanding
signals. The Mask R-CNN is an extension of Faster R-CNN by constructing a mask
branch and implementing a pixel-to-pixel alignment between inputs and outputs. This
enables a spatial quantization for feature extraction using binary masks detected from
images. A fast train and test speeds of object detection by bounding box are also
demonstrated by 0.2 s per frame (5 fps) on a GPU. The improvement of computation
comes from its parent network Faster R-CNN, which implemented a framework of RPN
and has demonstrated the highest 17 fps with the ZF net and 5 fps with VGG net.
Compared to test speeds of R-CNN (49 s per image) and Fast R-CNN with object
proposal time (2.3 s per image), Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN have nearer real-time
image processing rates.
Transfer learning (TL) is another important approach in the machine learning
field. Transfer learning intends to leverage prior trained models to resolve more specific,
unexplored, and more complicated datasets instead of training models from scratch. TL is
highly facilitated by reusing pretrained neural networks as they successfully learned
useful features in encountered datasets. Normally, training large networks such as
ResNets from scratch requires enormous datasets for convergent results. This is caused
by a large number of parameters for wide-ranging image recognition tasks, e.g., Res-Net50 has over 23 million trainable parameters. In this work, pretrained Mask R-CNN
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weights on a Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset (Lin, et al., 2014) is set as the
starting point to train our dataset. Although pretrained model can recognize 80 classes of
COCO object types, including human, plane, table, etc., we still need to define additional
classes to understand a robot assembly process. In a robotic manufacturing scene (Figure
4.9), pre-trained Mask RCNN model on COCO is already able to correctly detect defined objects such as the tables, cups, screens, bottles, and chairs. However,
manufacturing assets that are not pre-defined by COCO dataset need to be defined based
on the application. In this scene, the shapes of robot fixture and robot arm are
successfully detected with incorrectly recognized object classes. Thus, our work based on
this pre-trained model needs to define indicative manufacturing object classes for event
under-standing tasks, including the robots, alignments, parts, and fixtures.

Figure 4.9 Detecting robotic manufacturing scene using pretrained Mask R-CNN model
on COCO dataset as the starting point

Any other types of Feature-of-Interest can be further defined should they make
contributions to process understanding, such as manufacture features of parts, robot
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joints, gripper fingers, or the conveying systems, etc. Higher resolution of object class
definition will facilitate the understanding of process, meanwhile requires increased
samples to adequately train the existing model, especially for uncommon object classes.
To address the aforementioned challenge of defining customized shapes and ambiguous object classes, the author also proposes to accelerate the training by data
augmentation and learning transferred from the virtual datasets. In a manufacturing scene
recognition task, when customized objects and shapes classes are beyond numeration,
rendering images from virtual environment can accelerate the convergence of training
process by virtually simulating FoIs from different angles. Furthermore, utilizing the
depth information calculated in the virtual environment will automatically detect object
location and hence to label the images without human intervention. The detailed
approach and validation are shown in Section 4.2. To aid the visual understanding of the
robot assembly events, the physical dataset is labelled by three classes of objects: robot,
part, and alignment. For the robots, two robot models (GP8 or HC10) are defined as their
attributes. The part types are labelled by the manufacturing tasks, for example, task 1 as
the part stacking task and task 2 as the rocket assembly task. Part attributes are labelled
with the manufacturing features on them, such as extrusions, blind holes, through holes,
etc. The alignment is defined as the marker on the workstations to align parts and instruct
the robot where to pick or place parts. The manufacturing events can be interpreted as the
linkage between detected objects, which can be defined as pick, place, align, match, part
qualify, or unqualify. These robot assembly events were proposed to be understood by
the industrial sensors (Saidy, et al., 2020), aided by vision systems developed in this
work. A graphic representation is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Object classes and manufacturing events defined in the proposed robotic
assembly line
The object network is trained by a physical dataset with 479 images collected
from 10 different camera scenes in our assembly line. The training is performed by 30
epochs and at the end of each epoch, the training losses and random subsampling crossvalidation losses are recorded by 5 metrics: (a) Region Proposal Networks Class Loss; (b)
Region Proposal Bounding Box Loss; (c) Mask R-CNN Class Loss; (d) Mask R-CNN
Bounding Box Loss; (e) Mask R-CNN Mask Loss. The cross-validation is per-formed 50
steps every 100 steps of training at each epoch. We chose to sample larger validation
subsets over traditional k-fold cross-validation because more accurate vali-dation
statistics will better determine the performance for adequately pretrained models. That is
to say, the actual training task is greatly alleviated by pretraining on the COCO dataset.
Performing larger training portion such as 5-fold and 10-fold cross-validation might bring
unnecessary training steps as well as the problem as over-fitting. The learning curves are
presented in Figure 4.11. It can be observed that even though the image count for our
available dataset is relatively small, the training and validation still converge quickly, as
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we based our learning on pretrained models with partial recognition capabilities of some
shared image features.
The trained model is able to detect most defined objects and recognize their
classes in different scenes, with their shape masks output in binary formats. Some
inference results compared with manually labeled ground truths are presented in Figure
4.12. Each detection is output with a score to represent how confident the recognized
result is. One should be aware of the fact that machine learning algorithms are based on
statistical evidence instead of deterministic results, such as simulations, rule-based
systems, or empirical models. This means the recognized objects are classified by
different categories with the corresponding likelihoods, which are represented by the
confidence scores. The learning models may be confused by ambiguous inputs and derive
wrong results. As an example, in Figure 4.12d, our model infers the green wire as a blue
alignment line, which is a false-positive case. This can be easily understood with human
vision that the blue alignment lines and the wire are similar in shape, and they appear in
the same background of the wooden desktop. Even so, the model still detects a subtle
difference in their color, which is reflected by a significant lower confidence score (0.913
compared to over 0.99 in true positive cases). Such human observable knowledges are
important to ensure that we are obtaining the most precise results possible beyond
machine learning systems. Thus, another layer of expert system is hence needed in these
cases to facilitate a human–machine knowledge fusion. In this specific case, to filter
detected objects by thresholding on their confidence scores and then on their color codes
can be an obvious solution. This practice of human–machine interoperability is where
semantic integration plays an enabling role in manufacturing systems.
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(a) Region Proposal Networks Class Loss

(b) Region Proposal Bounding Box Loss

(c) Mask R-CNN Class Loss

(d) Mask R-CNN Bounding Box Loss

(e) Mask R-CNN Mask Loss.
Figure 4.11 Training and cross-validation curves recorded by 5 loss metrics

Another issue to pursue with supervised learning by Mask R-CNN is that the
manual shape annotation process is often performed with errors and deficiencies, as
shown in Figure 4.12e. The base of the robot is not perfectly annotated within the shape
region. However, the regression capability of machine learning algorithms manages to
alleviate this small deviation by learning from other correctly annotated robot regions,
and still infers the shape in a high precision (in Figure 4.12f).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.12. In robot assembly scenes, Mask R-CNN visual detection from multiple
monitoring devices: Left: ground truth; Right: detection results.
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Trained Mask R-CNN model is tested with new video feeds in which both the
camera positions and robot operations were not included in the training or validation
datasets. In this new scene presented in
Figure 4.13a, derived model successfully detects object shapes and locations with
confidence, based on these results, a mask only representation of this manufacturing
scene is extracted and can be clustered into a region adjacency matrix storing
connectivity information between regions. This temporal in-formation is directly mapped
to signals in the control loop administrated by physical PLC devices and OPC-UA server
for semantic process monitoring or interoperation. Note that the test result set can be
relatively small when validation statistics are being monitored, this is due to the fact that
under fixed manufacturing scenes the vision feeds are usually similar, hence the crossvalidation measurement is adequate to assess trained models. To summarize, the
interpolation capability is more desired over extrapolation capability for our model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 Test Mask R-CNN inference results: (a) detection results from a new
assembly scene; (b) extracted masks for detected objects.
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4.4. Control Decentralization in Future Factories
Decentralized control architecture has been an on-going research topic in smart
manufacturing systems. Future of industry is envisioned to be built on collaborative
networks (Panetto, Iung, Ivanov, Weichhart, & Wang, 2019) which facilitate flexibility in
product customization, product quality control, process control, and service delivery.
Human-involved interactions and information flow among machine, people,
organizations, and societies towards the next-generation manufacturing paradigm need to
be generally adopted among entities. Hence, the capability of semantic process
representation becomes an enabler to extract highly complex process data from advanced
sensors as signals that can be understood by machine.
In our previous work, we implemented a CPS for factories that automates process
self-optimization using Deep Reinforcement Learning based AI. The concept is
illustrated in (Xia, et al., 2021). The control network administrates digital and physical
twins, Human–Machine Interface (HMI), and smart devices to synchronize signals and
intelligently actuate field devices. Based on this concept, this work proposes to develop
semantic representation from images and videos, hence, to automate manufacturing
intelligence derived by artificial intelligence or established expert knowledge.
Profinet, as a newer and preferred industrial communications protocol, constructs
a control network for the robot assembly factory, see Figure 4.14. This factory consists of
field devices, namely robots, tools, and conveyors; controllers, namely PLC, distributed
control modules, HMIs, and Ethernet switches; smart devices, namely the sensors,
cameras, scanners and edge-end computers; and safety-related devices. For large scale
factories, it is needed, and sometimes required, to decentralize control modules and
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computing powers among the cells. Therefore, the author implements a decentralized
control architecture to build an efficient system-level data layer to exchange signals,
images, videos, or 3D data. The control architecture (Figure 4.14) consists of 4 major
components: physical cell, digital twin, cloud service, and the edge-end computing
engine. These components are assigned with different tasks. Data collected from the (1)
physical cell are transmitted to: (2) the cloud-end for business related big data analytics;
(3) the digital twin for fast simulation-based status prediction and fast optimization; (4)
edge computing for fast device status extraction. All of these data transmission must be
reported and administrated by control network hosted by OPC-UA server in PLC devices. Derived optimal action can be pushed to either the digital twin for virtual
commissioning or the physical cell for deployment.

Figure 4.14 Proposed CPS-enabled control for future factories. Control network
administrates physical cell and digital twin to synchronize process signals and
intelligently actuate field devices by system smart layers. System smart layers consist of
business intelligence from cloud services and semantic integration of visual signals from
the edge ends.
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High-fidelity simulation-based digital twin (Xia, et al., 2021) adds another layer
of expert knowledge and substantially increases the reliability of data- driven approaches
adopted in control loops.
Cyber security management has been argued as one of the pillars in future
manufacturing systems. To decrease latency while improving energy, efficiency, and
security, processing data near or at the source of data has been highly demanded along
with the cloud AI applications (Zou, et al., 2019). From the cloud services, information is
exchanged over an enterprise service bus (EBS). In a service-oriented architecture
(SOA), an EBS is essential as it connects the legacy system to cloud services after user
authentication and authorization. However, as such connections break the sub-system
isolation, data security and privacy become a major concern. To that end, another
promising perspective of this work is to provide data protection by enclosing raw data
processing at the edge level within the monitoring of wired local area networks, while
Secure RestAPI sends selected messages via HTTPS requests with Transport Layer
Security (TLS) encryption. The local edge computers are connected using Industrial
Ethernet protocols, e.g., Profinet. Connected computers are securely accessed through
Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) to operate services if over an unsecured network. The lack
of security research work in modern smart manufacturing systems is addressed in
(Tuptuk & Hailes, 2018), which includes the topics of testbeds and simulators, attack
generation and intrusion detection, forensics, and security policy
specification/enforcement. The author will further investigate these topics for the
proposed system in future work.
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This work adopts two approaches to vision-based manufacturing event understanding: (1) a cloud-based service through RestAPI, and (2) edge-end object recognition
using Mask R-CNN. Training on IBM cloud services is substantially easier to use and
few data science knowledge required, as manufacture practitioners do not need to understand and choose the right learning algorithm. Moreover, the computing power is
greatly enhanced if training on the server cloud. However, a significant latency for re-altime inferences remains in the image uploading and result querying actions, as the
functionality of cloud-based measures depends heavily on communication networks.
Meanwhile, service dependable AI solutions give limited options for customized use
cases, such as shape recognition and manufacturing feature localization. To address these
concerns, the author tested trained Mask R-CNN model locally supported by a TITAN-V
GPU card. Influenced by image resolutions and information carried by regions of
interests (RoIs), the processing time for different images varies slightly. Running 10
experiments with randomly selected image feeds, an expectation of averaged processing
time of 0.4 s per frame of image is obtained and 9 out of these 10 runs get mean average
precision (mAP) of over 0.95 (as shown in Table 4.1), which validates the potentials of
Mask R-CNN as a promising solution for near real-time feature recognition and online
tracking in manufacturing scenes. We use VOC-Style (ranging from 0 to 1) mAP at an
Intersection over Union (IoU) of 0.5, which measures, averaged by object classes, the
averaged maximum precision after each step of reaching to a correct detection with
detected object and ground truth pair of overlapped ratio over 0.5. In multi-class and
multi-region object detection tasks, mAP is a well-received and efficient metric to assess
the performance of algorithms.
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Table 4.1 The object detection performance of Mask R-CNN in this system

Image

Mean Average

Total Running

Running Time Per

Count

Precision (mAP)

Time (In seconds)

Image (In Seconds)

10

0.9500

3.7368

0.3737

10

0.9800

3.7609

0.3761

10

0.9620

3.8799

0.3880

10

0.9553

3.9268

0.3927

50

0.9940

20.6661

0.4134

50

0.9458

19.2803

0.3856

50

0.9510

19.8198

0.3964

100

0.9602

39.5330

0.3953

100

0.9760

40.1176

0.4012

100

0.9762

39.4829

0.3948

Based on these observations, the author proposes to adopt these two approaches
accordingly for different visual inputs. In our implementation, using security camera for
alien object detection can be designated to the model in server cloud. The images from
the security cameras intend to observe and monitor the environmental changes, which
means a wide range of objects regularly reside in the visual inputs, such as robots, tables,
chairs, ladders, doors, etc. (see Figure 4.8). Processing images with large amount of RoIs
require larger computing powers. In addition, compared to real-time process monitoring,
environmental changes in a typical work cell are usually less time critical. Hence,
dynamic process changes with shape recognition capabilities within the work cell are
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proposed to be monitored and detected locally by the feed of inspection cameras, FLIR
cameras, and drone cameras. The processing power is preferably distributed near the data
source at the edge devices (Zou, et al., 2019) to further reduce the latency. An eventunderstanding system combined with ontological representation of manufacturing
processes can be hereby described by the segmentation information and regional
relationships among the binary masks, shown in Figure 4.15. Integrated with other
process signals, the semantic information can be synchronized within the conventional
signal-driven control programs running in industrial field devices.
Depending on different manufacturing tasks and applications, the method towards
semantic integration varies. For robot pick and place tasks, from a stream of images and
raw signals, the edge computer system is tasked to: (1) extract temporal information by
semantic filtering over raw data streams, (2) infer on-going events, such as robot
approaching, gripping, picking, transporting, releasing, object aligned/misaligned, and
feature matched, based on temporal information extracted from sensors and vision feeds,
(3) establish domain knowledge graphs by linking extracted information, (4) rapidly
query the graph for connected nodes and deriving continuous optimization towards task
accomplishment. As a result, task-specific knowledge graphs can be developed to encode
large-scale background knowledges of entities, events, data sources, relations, and
attributes. This will facilitate a synchronized cognition of working status including
equipment, sensors, process flow, material properties, parts structural behaviors,
manufacture features, gripping tools, and working principles. As an example, during
assembly tasks, combining established domain knowledges of assembly sequences and
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manufacture features, alternative operation routes can be calculated near real-time based
on visual and sensory detection results.

Figure 4.15 Towards a manufacturing ontology with machine-readable semantic
integration of real-time scenes.

To further apply to enterprise-level management systems, shop-floor digital twin
with cognitive capabilities can be deployed over the cloud services so that the overview
of the factory statistics can be transmitted to request analytical results and action
recommendations. These query results from cognitive digital twin, implemented as
knowledge graphs for large-scale systems, will be pushed to the edge computer network
for local processing via RestAPI. In Figure 4.16, we demonstrate the dataflow and
implementable protocols to facilitate control decentralization. Three interconnected
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layers are built to accommodate edge devices, local area network, and cloud layer.
Manufacturing equipment communicates with edge computers via Industrial Ethernet and
SSH protocols to exchange process signals, vision feeds, and machine state for action
items. After semantic integration, knowledge messages are exchanged with cloud
predictive twin for analytical results.

Figure 4.16 Data flow and implementable communication protocols in proposed
decentralized control architecture

Rapid event-understanding by both machine and humans in highly complex
manufacturing scenes needs to be implemented for future cyber-physical manufacturing
systems. This work proposes a novel implementation of a vision-aided control system
powered by online image inference for rapid adaptive process control. An automated
semantic integration system deployable to general signal-based control loops is hereby
realized. Proposed system infers manufacturing events from image-based data feeds, and
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triggers process control signals. Image inference approaches are implemented: (1) cloudbased ML model query and (2) edge end object detection with shape recognition.
Depending on use cases and requirements, these two approaches can be designated with
different event detection tasks to monitor manufacturing scenes. For instance, shape
critical object detection can be easily customized for visual inspection during both
additive and subtractive manufacturing, as the defect types are recognizable by detected
region shapes. Coupled with conventional industrial sensor signals, proposed systems can
rapidly understand process events, able to feed into a manufacturing ontology developed
by either expert or ML-enabled cyber systems. Essentially, this work enables a new
vision-based communication pipeline to establish an informative connectivity between
virtual and physical world. This manages to deploy manufacturing AI enclosed in
emerging innovative industrial control loops, that is driven by digital twin, cloud
services, and edge computing. To conclude, the author shows that using a machine vision
integrated cyber-physical system (CPS) with self-awareness can potentially lead to
system self-configuration and semantic human–machine interoperability. System
capability of interoperability is significant because it can integrate cyber infrastructure
with both data-driven and rule-based intelligence, by which means artificial intelligence
and expert knowledge can interact and converge to a joint effort to complex process
optimization.
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CHAPTER 5
PRODUCT-CENTERED DIGITAL TWIN
Developing affordable and customizable cyber-physical production system
(CPPS) and digital twin implementations infuses new vitality for current Industry 4.0 and
Smart Manufacturing initiatives. The ability to precisely address material handling
processes for manufacturability analysis is essential to efficiently connect the physical
and cyber components of today’s manufacturing systems. In this work, we propose a
product-centered signature mapping approach to automated digital twinning by featuring
a hybrid implementation of smart sensing, signature-based feature extractor, and
knowledge taxonomy. First, we integrate a low-cost 3D scanning and surface
reconstruction at a system level to implement shape retrieval from both the virtual
environment (from Computer-Aided Engineering data) and the real-world environment
(from scanned point cloud frames). Second, Shape Terra, an algorithm for intrinsic
curvatures, simulates Persistent Heat Values for fast signature extraction from retrieved
shapes. Finally, a systematic integration of the proposed shape analysis based on
knowledge taxonomy is prototypically implemented. The objective of this testbed is to
illustrate a proof-of-concept digital twin aided process autonomy fed by rapid 3D surface
signatures. As a result, by hybridizing smart sensing and simulative approaches, we
exploit shape signatures as high-level manufacturing knowledge by increasing the fusion
between domain knowledge and data-driven decision-makings. Moreover, human-
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machine interoperability enabling system-level intelligent controls becomes feasible in
complex material handling, shape forming, and product inspection processes.
5.1. Introduction
Rapid advances in both software and hardware, leading to collaborative
computing entities that tightly connect physical world and its ongoing processes, have
inspired networked devices to sense, monitor and actuate physical elements. Such
system-embedded devices are considered the root of cyber-physical systems (CPS)
(Monostori, et al., 2016). Industrial cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) are able to
connect manufacturing physical and cyber components at system-levels and thus
facilitate simultaneous process optimization and efficient human-machine interoperability
(Lee J. , 2020) to further exploit manufacturing science and technologies beyond
computing, information and communication technologies benefiting from CPS
architectures. Future industrial CPPSs featuring self-awareness and self-configuration
(Lee, Bagheri, & Kao, 2015) need to be equipped with at least four enabling technologies
during real-life implementations in smart manufacturing systems (Panetto, Iung, Ivanov,
Weichhart, & Wang, 2019): (1) common reference models, intelligent information
systems involving domain knowledge, empirical modelling, and simulation; (2)
supporting infrastructures with rapid and secured industrial data sensing, retrieval, and
storage; (3) design and engineering methodologies to instantiate advanced control
practices such as cognitive automation from rapid signal analytics and feature extraction;
and (4) effective interoperability mechanisms and approaches between machine tools and
human operators. Advancing CPPSs towards a standardized and generally acceptable
manufacturing paradigm is at the heart of current smart manufacturing innovations and
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may leads to Industry 4.0 (Monostori, et al., 2016). For instance, virtual representation of
an intelligent object with its Asset Administration Shell (AAS) defines of an “I4.0component” (DIN, 2016). To that end, real-time sensing and fusion of information is
expected to couple digital tools with physical manufacturing assets, including business,
processes, system components, and products. For today’s smart, connected products,
collecting product data creates values and competitive advantages to the products and
companies, however, adds costs to the products and potentially arise security and privacy
concerns (Porter & Heppelmann, 2015). Identifying what data should be captured,
analyzed, and shared is essential for companies to maximize their products’ add-on
values. Hence, developing affordable and customizable cyber-physical production
systems (CPPS) and digital twin implementations infuses new vitality for current
Industry 4.0 and Smart Manufacturing initiatives.
The machine-comprehensible self-description of production components plays a
key role in the adaptability and autonomy of highly agile production system
implementations such as “Plug-and-Produce” (Arai, Aiyama, Maeda, Sugi, & Ota, 2000).
Inherent and recallable information required to identify components (e.g., products),
namely the genetically intelligent properties (Denkena, Henning, & Lorenzen, 2010), can
be stored as static and unchangeable data and reflect product inherent properties such as
geometries and topologies. Conceptually similar to 3C capabilities of CPSs, the digital
twins (DTs) have been brought to the academia’s attention. Compared to CPS ‘s core
topics on system components, DT focuses on acquired data and their model’s capability
to manage physical production entities (Tao, Qi, Wang, & Nee, 2019). Especially,
geometrical and topological studies of structures in production processes need to address
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attention to increase automated understanding of processes involving material handling,
shape forming, and quality inspection. Feature-based technology has been a focal topic
within the Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) community for decades (Kamrani
& Nasr, 2010). Recent developments and use cases extend to smart design/engineering
digital twin (Schleich B. , Anwer, Mathieu, & Wartzack, 2017), adaptive process control
(Adamson, Wang, & Moore, 2017), augmented reality (Lai, Tao, Leu, & Yin, 2020),,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach to process planning (Marchetta & Forradellas,
2010), etc. Shape patterns are extracted from the particular characteristics of topological
and geometrical information and form representation schemes of features. Extracted
features are widely used for the downstream process planning and various optimization
problems. For instance, in CAM, the algorithms to identify product shape features have
significantly contributed to the automated planning for material handling processes,
typically shape-forming or material-removing procedures such as CNC. To name a few,
processes involving the configuration of work piece holding (Rameshbabu &
Shunmugam, 2009), choice of machines and cutting tools (Zhang, Nassehi, & Newman,
2014), or planning of the machining operations (Geng, Chen, He, & Wu, 2016). Usage of
data mining, machine learning, and AI techniques for shape feature recognition have been
rapidly evolving, given the well-developed computational techniques and their capability
to handle large volumes of complex, noisy, high-dimensional, and unorganized datasets,
such as in case of point cloud data. However, they usually require large-volume training
datasets with balanced distribution of features to be extracted, which are expensive to
obtain and retrieve in manufacturing applications. The significance of integrating
analytical and simulation-based approaches is addressed in the intelligence and
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connectedness characteristics of CPPSs (Monostori, et al., 2016). It is also essential to
deliver real-time (runtime) data to deploy such manufacturing intelligence to physical
shop floors.
Moreover, affordable and customizable CPPS implementations are also identified
as an important step to the future smart manufacturing systems (Monostori, et al., 2016).
One challenge for small and medium enterprises is to develop correct and adaptive
process planning using reliable and affordable information systems. In commercial CAPP
applications, geometric features in design data can be classified to generate alternative
manufacturing processes. These steps rely on knowledge from large databases containing
historical shapes. Reliable knowledge generation require certain degrees of customization
and affordability depending on the enterprises. Building in-house solutions of shape data
processing and taxonomy extraction mechanism tend to be unfeasible for small and
medium manufacturers who are seeking adaptive manufacturing approaches to operation
sequencing, tool setups, and machine programming.
In this work, we propose a commercially feasible shape signature-based approach
to digital twinning that addresses the to-date problem of precisely sensing material
handling processes for manufacturability analysis. A human interoperable layer with
functions of shape selection, query, and search in a historical shape signature pool that
can be built on top of the extracted feature layer using proposed simulative approach.
This paper first investigates the approach of empirical shape signatures and its pattern
recognition, namely the heat kernel-based methods. To fill the current knowledge gaps
between CAD shapes and scanned shapes, as well as expand the usage of feature
recognition, the author then proposes to utilize simulative geometrical analysis coupled
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with low-cost LIDAR depth sensing. This combination facilitates the rapid detection
process of structural variances with perturbation from environmental changes and sensor
signals. Finally, a signature mapping mechanism towards a shape search engine enabled
by comparison is outlined to demonstrate in-situ shape knowledge retrieval for automated
manufacturing use cases.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 introduces
related work on shape feature recognition techniques. Section 5.3 explains the
mathematical model behind heat-based signatures. Section 5.4 introduces proposed
system integration and data acquisition methods. Section 5.5 presents the results with
respect to the software deployment, persistence clustering, multiscale filtering, shape
mapping, and signature pool establishment.
5.2. Related Work
Manufacturing features have been widely used for manufacturability analysis and
downstream process planning activities such as the configuration of work piece holdings,
choice of manufacturing machines and cutting tools, and planning of the machining
operations. For instance, an automated machining process planning using CAPP software
is started by classifying CAD geometrical features using historical databases, followed by
identifying feasible machine sequences (Liu, Li, Ma, & Lee, 2015) (Nonaka, et al., 2013).
Staring from model features and available resources, shop-floor operation optimization
can be further achieved by looking into alternative plans with a minimization of setup and
operational time and perform adaptive scheduling (Nonaka, Erdős, Kis, Nakano, &
Váncza, 2012). Depending on the applications and input models, feature recognition
techniques using representations such as face adjacency graphs, convex hull, volumes,
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and cells have been successfully developed (Shi, Zhang, Xia, & Harik, 2020). These
majority of these feature representations based on CAD and/or CAM data which are
created with well-defined topological and geometrical elements. In more challenging
cases, freeform surfaces with arbitrary face interactions or curvatures (Sundararajan &
Wright, 2004) require additional assumptions (Dong & Vijayan, 1997), recognition rules
(Sunil & Pande, 2008), mathematical modelling (Belkin, Sun, & Wang, 2008),
segmentation or classification methods (Cai, Bendjebla, Lavernhe, Mehdi-Souzani, &
Anwer, 2018).
To quantify such freeform surfaces, natural geometric properties (such as intrinsic
curvatures) in Euclidean domains and Riemannian manifolds were mathematically
estimated using heat kernels and the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian (Jones, Maggioni, &
Schul, 2008). Constraining the heat kernels on a temporal domain further defines the
pointwise Heat Kernel Signatures (HKS) by (Sun, Ovsjanikov, & Guibas, 2009). HKS
propose a shape signature that is invariant to isometric transformation, which enables the
geometrical comparison of different shapes and meshes. In addition, HKS has proven to
be informative, multi-scale, stable under perturbation, and commensurable. One
unresolved problem of HKS is the sensitivity to shape scaling, which can be solved by
applying a Fourier transformation (Bronstein & Kokkinos, 2010). This is inspired by
scale invariance on images (Kokkinos & Yuille, 2008). Based on multi-scale property of
HKS, a multi-resolution approach as faster shape manipulation algorithm (fast HKS) is
proposed (Vaxman, Ben-Chen, & Gotsman, 2010) by restricting to different resolution
level. This overcomes the limitation of computational complexity and modest mesh
resolutions. A concept of Persistent Heat Signature (Dey, et al., 2010) is proposed to
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solve the pose-oblivious matching of incomplete models from partial scanning. Persistent
Heat Signature extracts a feature vector composed of the HKS maxima and uses it to
search for most similar complete, partial, or incomplete models in a database. Coupled
with Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and clustering, Heat Kernels have also been
successfully applied to characterizing the topological structure of individual graph in
large collections of graphs (Bai, Wilson, & Hancock, 2005). Heat Kernel embedding is
furtherly developed as a representation of differential geometries and graph structures by
mapping of the nodes of a graph into a vector-space (ElGhawalby & Hancock, 2015).
Persistent Heat Signature has been adapted for the applications of mechanical
feature recognition (Harik, Shi, & Baek, 2017), analysis of additive manufacturing (Shi,
Zhang, Baek, Backer, & Harik, 2018), as well as deep learning enabled pattern
recognition (Shi, Zhang, & Harik, 2020). The use of heat kernels is also expanded to the
problem of nonrigid shape retrieval in large databases (Bronstein, Bronstein, Guibas, &
Ovsjanikov, 2011) by using multiscale diffusion heat kernels as “geometric words” and
creating spatially sensitive bags of features with better discriminative power within big
datasets. This work also shows that shapes can be efficiently represented as binary codes
to ensure a machine-readable and searchable format.
5.3. Heat-based Shape Signatures
This work intends to implement a novel approach to the geometrical analysis of
rapidly 3D scanned surfaces. The analysis is performed based on a feature recognition
algorithm named Shape Terra (Harik, Shi, & Baek, 2017). Shape Terra has been
successfully applied to provide accurate manufacturability analysis (Shi, Zhang, Baek,
Backer, & Harik, 2018) and feature recognition by an convolution neural network
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approach (Shi, Zhang, & Harik, 2020) on CAD datasets. This section will introduce the
model of heat-based shape signatures that was used by Shape Terra.
5.3.1. Heat Kernel Signatures (HKS)
Shape Terra proposed an approach to address CAD shape recognition problems
by simulating the effect of the shape characteristics to its heat retention time. Using this
approach, a unique shape signature is created for each point, which inherits the properties
of HKS (Sun, Ovsjanikov, & Guibas, 2009). Through the calculation of heat losses, the
persistence of a point to retain heat and its resistance to heat loss can be used to calculate
retention levels and values. Similar persistence values can then be clustered, and these are
filtered to separate clusters that form the features. The features can then be compared
with previously isolated features to further classify them. Assuming sufficiently precise
shape data, features obtained from the LIDAR scans can be numerically compared with
features extracted from a CAD mesh file.
Given the rationale of Shape Terra as a heat diffusion equation caused by surface
conductivity in a spatial ℝ3 domain shown in Equation (5.1), the numerical model
derived by this approach can be similarly applied to LIDAR mesh files assuming heat
retention properties of a structure explicitly imply the Gaussian curvature of the
underlined surfaces. The relationship between HKS and Gaussian curvature is defined as
in Eq (5.1)-(5.10).

𝛥𝑀 𝑢(𝑥,𝑡) +

𝜕𝑢(𝑥,𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

=0

(5.1)

Where 𝑢(𝑥,𝑡) can be seen as the heat at vertex 𝑥 and time step t. 𝛥𝑀 is the LaplaceBeltrami operator of manifold 𝑀. Therefore, the heat kernel between point 𝑥 and 𝑦 at
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time step t is defined as amount of heat transferred from 𝑥 to 𝑦 in time t, given a unit heat
is applied at y. The heat kernel 𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) from 𝑥 to 𝑦 is constraint by heat operator 𝐻𝑡 that
exponentiates 𝛥𝑀 :

𝐻𝑡 𝑓(𝑥) = ∫𝑀 𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑓(𝑦)𝑑𝑦

(5.2)

Where 𝐻𝑡 = 𝑒 −𝑡𝛥𝑀 , heat operator 𝐻𝑡 maps the initial heat distribution 𝑓 to the
corresponding heat distribution at time 𝑡. Thus, the heat kernel 𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) satisfies Eq (5.2)
is correlative to the weighted average over all the heat transfer paths from 𝑥 to 𝑦. It can
be defined by a Gaussian function in d-dimensional Euclidean space ℝd:

𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) = (4𝜋𝑡)

−

𝑑
2

𝑒

−

||𝑥−𝑦||
4𝑡

2

(5.3)

In a general Riemannian manifold, a mesh Laplacian operator 𝐿 has been used to
calculate the discretized curvature on surfaces. Define a L as a sparce matrix shaped as n
by n, where n is the vertices number on this meshed manifold 𝑀. This work uses
triangular meshes, thus the area of a triangle with two vectors 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 , who share the
common vertex 𝑝𝑖 , is calculated by the half of the length of the surface normal by 𝑣1 and
𝑣2 . The Voronoi area 𝐴 defined in discrete Laplacian operator that falls into each triangle
is 1/3 of the triangle area. In another word, 𝐴𝑖 equals to 1/3 of all the triangular areas that
share a common vertex 𝑝𝑖 . The value at (i,j) in the mesh Laplacian matrix 𝐿 is
approximated by the cotangent formula (Cotangent Laplacian 𝐿𝑐 ) (Belkin, Sun, & Wang,
2008):
1

𝐿𝑐 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐴 ∑𝑗∈Ν(𝑖)
𝑖
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cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 +cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗
2

(5.4)

𝐿𝑐 calculates an operator that maps 𝑝𝑖 and all its neighbours 𝑝𝑗 to a vector space
that averages the curvatures in all connectivity. For each 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑗 , cot 𝛼𝑖𝑗 and cot 𝛽𝑖𝑗 can
be seen as the curvatures of the inner angles 𝛼𝑖𝑗 and 𝛽𝑖𝑗 opposite to the vector 𝑣𝑖𝑗 in two
triangle meshes
Mesh Laplacian operator 𝐿𝑐 derived at this point generates a 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix that
stores the connectivity information between all the 𝑛 vertices. The HKS (Sun,
Ovsjanikov, & Guibas, 2009) proposes to constrain this curvature information to a
temporal domain:

𝐿𝑐 𝑢𝑡 = −

𝜕𝑢𝑡
𝜕𝑡

(5.5)

This can be solved by:
𝑢𝑡 = 𝑒 −𝐿𝑐𝑡 𝑢0

(5.6)

If needed, Dirichlet boundary condition 𝑢(𝑥,𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑥,0) can be applied for all 𝑥 on
the boundary of manifold M (all 𝑥 ∈ 𝜕𝑀) at all 𝑡.
Matrix exponential 𝑒 −𝐿𝑐𝑡 can be solved by a general eigen decomposition. 𝐿𝑐 , as a
𝑛 × 𝑛 real symmetric matrix, can be decomposed by 𝐿𝑐 = ∅𝚲∅𝑇 , where ∅ is an
orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of 𝐿𝑐 , and 𝚲 is a diagonal matrix
whose entries are the eigenvalues of 𝐿𝑐 . Given the power series definition of matrix
exponential, implementation of heat operator becomes:
𝑒 −𝐿𝑐𝑡 = ∅𝑒 −𝚲𝑡 ∅𝑇 𝐴
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(5.7)

Recall the heat operator defined in Eq (5.2), heat kernel between 𝑥, 𝑦 to be:
−𝜆𝑖 𝑡
𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑∞
𝜙𝑖 (𝑥)𝜙𝑖 (𝑦)
𝑖=0 𝑒

(5.8)

𝜙𝑖 and 𝜆𝑖 represent the i-th eigenvector and eigenvalue of 𝐿𝑐 matrix at the
vertices, which are stored in matrix ∅ and 𝚲.

HKS is defined to measure how much heat remains at point 𝑥 if unit amount of
heat is applied at 𝑡 = 0:
−𝜆𝑖 𝑡
𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑥) = ∑∞
𝜙𝑖 (𝑥)2
𝑖=0 𝑒

(5.9)

On a 2-manifold 𝑀, an asymptotic expansion for HKS function for a short amount
of time can be derived (Lue, 1982):
1

𝑠(𝑥)

𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑥) = 4𝜋𝑡 + 12𝜋 + Ο(𝑡)

(5.10)

Where 𝑠(𝑥) is the scalar curvature at 𝑥. It can be intuitively reasoned those
positive curvatures (such as tip of extrusions) cause higher heat kernel signature and
slower heat dissipation, and hence higher heat retention values for a small 𝑡. Negative
curvatures (such as faces intersections at a hole) lead to the otherwise.
Instant scanning using LIDAR cameras gives 2.5-dimensional RGB-D frames. An
outstanding challenge to compare shape data in such frames is that the boundaries of the
scanned shapes are usually incomplete and irregular with significant curvatures, which
does not contribute to the understanding of the important curvatures. In addition, different
from CAD models generated from software, shapes from these frames are not water-tight
closed shells, on which each vertex is fully connected without openings and discontinuity.
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Hence, boundary conditions can be interesting for our application to explore when
simulating the heat flow on isolated surfaces.
The first step is to identify the surface boundaries. Our triangularization generates
six connectivity for each non-boundary vertices, hence we detect boundaries by finding
all the vertices that do not satisfy this. Then, a Dirichlet (first-type) boundary condition is
applied on a discretized meshes of raw surface. Namely, Dirichlet Boundary Condition
specifies a fixed value of heat at manifold boundary 𝑥 ∈ ∂M. Neumann Boundary
Condition (second type) specifies a fixed derivative over all 𝑥 ∈ ∂M , by which means
alters the intrinsic geometries. Thus, feature curvatures reside at boundaries are altered.
Hence, a Dirichlet Boundary Condition can be formulated as:
𝑢(𝑥,𝑡) = 𝑢0 for ∀𝑥 ∈ ∂M and ∀𝑡

Hence there is:

∂𝑢(𝑥,𝑡)
∂t

(5.11)

= 0. Recall Eq (5.6): 𝑢𝑡 = 𝑒 −𝐿𝑐𝑡 𝑢0 , one can obtain:
𝐿𝑐 (𝑥) = 0 for ∀𝑥 ∈ ∂M

(5.12)

Discretized Laplacian operator 𝐿𝑐 is programmed as a matrix where each element
at boundary vertices is constraint to be 0. As a result, we can observe a temporal HKS
distribution constraint by the Dirichlet boundary condition in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1(a-e)
plot the heat dissipation process given an in initial heat at the freeform surface. Figure
5.1(f) plots the heat retention value, this is referred as the Persistent Heat Signatures in
this work, which will be described in the following section. The detected boundaries have
a constant heat value over the time and varied locations, which is the same value at the
uniformly applied heat distribution when 𝑡 = 0. The heat kernel signatures at boundary
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vertices remain at the initial value of heat distribution, which is a unit heat applied at
these locations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.1 Temporal HKS distribution at a partial surface scan constraint by the Dirichlet
boundary condition. Subplot (a)-(e) present the HKS at 1st, 11th, 51st, 300th, and 800th
time step. The cumulative Persistent Heat Value is shown in subplot (f).

5.3.2. Persistent Heat Signatures (PHS)
Inherited from HKS property of multiscale matching and invariance under
isometric transformation, heat persistence can be used as the shape recognizer to
differentiate pose-oblivious shape data by comparing their signatures (Dey, et al., 2010).
This enables the identification of intrinsic geometries from different structures, to
quantitively distinguish surface dimensions, quality, and surface defects. A unique
signature, Persistent Heat Signature 𝑅𝑣 , is generated at each vertex. Recall 𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦)
quantifies all the heat transfer paths from a single 𝑦 to 𝑥. If a vertex 𝑥 is concerned to
watch its heat transfer rate, one needs to integrate all the heat transfer to y over manifold
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𝑀. Assume there is a unit heat applied to the vertex 𝑥, who has an initial heat distribution
𝑓(𝑥). The retained heat value 𝑅𝑥 is described as:

𝑅𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑥) − 𝐻𝑡 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥) − ∫𝑀 𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑓(𝑦)𝑑𝑦

(5.13)

Persistent Heat Value (PHV) 𝑅𝑣 is defined to be the integration of retained heat
𝑅𝑥 over a designated amount of time 𝑡𝑚 . We define 𝑡𝑚 as the time when maxima of HKS
is reached since 𝑡 = 0 when a unit heat is applied. 𝑅𝑣 is able to compare different points
on the normalized time domain.
𝑡

𝑅𝑣 (𝑥) = ∫0 𝑚 𝑅𝑥 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(5.14)

PHV calculation on some typical mechanical features are shown in Figure 5.2
with the 𝑡𝑖 selected as 1000 discrete time steps with a step interval of 0.001 seconds. 𝑅𝑣
generated at each point is stored for pattern recognition such as identify, differentiate, or
matching salient features on the shape, which is used as a unique feature recognizer by
Shape Terra (Harik, Shi, & Baek, 2017).
Shape Terra provides the potential to predictive monitoring of part surfaces at a
structural level. It is envisioned to detect geometrical differences from product scanning,
which can be used to derive human level knowledge by comparing signatures with a
corresponding, well-defined CAD file. By mapping Persistent Heat Signatures with
pointwise intrinsic curvatures, minor geometrical differences will lead to differently
distributed PHVs. With such capabilities, Shape Terra is proposed to numerically
monitor inherent structures and hence to predict an on-going structural deviation during a
manufacturing process. Inherited from heat kernel property of using weighted average
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over all paths between points, Shape Terra shows robustness for local perturbation and
does not require meshes to be perfectly shaped. Using a Laplace operator for LaplaceBeltrami operator calculation facilitates this property, which makes Shape Terra an ideal
candidate to process LIDAR scanned meshes.

Figure 5.2. PHV calculation on 9 CAD mesh files of typical mechanical features: dome,
cone, blind hole, protrusion, pyramid, step, boss, pocket, slot.

5.4. System Integration and Data Acquisition
This section will introduce the acquisition of the shape data within a virtualphysical production system via two pipelines: (1) CAD shape data that is retrieved from
virtual environment; (2) surface data scanned from a LIDAR device in a real-word
manufacturing cell.
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5.4.1. CAD Data Generation and Surface Retrieval
System integration of HKS-based Shape Terra starts from a Computer-Aided
Engineering (CAE) platform, Siemens TecnomatixTM Process Simulate (PS). The author
has been utilizing PS for virtual commissioning, process prediction, and control
verification by constructing a CAE environment aligned with real-world objects and
dimensions. The research work that led to novel applications of such an industrial digital
twin was presented (Xia, Sacco, Kirkpatrick, Harik, & Bayoumi, 2019) (Xia, et al.,
2021). To expand the usage of said digital twin implementation, feature extraction on
shape data is further realized in this work. Shape data first available to us can be
extracted from the virtual environment, namely the vertices and mesh information from
CAD files. Including PS, current computer aided platforms are usually composed of
library with virtual object data, object-oriented databases, and engines that perform
required computing tasks. Virtual objects defined in forms of general accepted CAD
formats, such as stl, step, and jt, can be directly accessed and used to retrieve mesh
information. The Shape Terra Graphic User Interface (GUI) is design and implemented
using a Tecnomatix.NETTM application programming interface, which controls the
defined functions in PS and exchanges data with external platforms. A screenshot of the
interface is highlighted in Figure 5.4.
The GUI designed for Shape Terra has three major functions: (1) connect to
external environments to perform backend model analysis without environment
dependency. In this work, Shape Terra is coded with sparse eigen solver. The user can
easily call these functions while staying in the Process Simulate front end. (2) It can autogenerate large volume of shape meshes as needed. Manufacturing features can be
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generated with random or user-specified locations and dimensions. This function builds
large datasets to train pattern recognition algorithm using Convolutional Neural Networks
(Shi, Zhang, & Harik, 2020). (3) It calculates HKS within the simulation process.

Figure 5.3. A GUI design for feature recognition in Process Simulate

This GUI enables users to select parts and calculates extracted shape signatures by
Python. Some running results can be seen in Figure 5.4. (4) It interacts with the virtual
cell with shape information derived by Shape Terra. The ability of this GUI to stream
data via pipelines combines the PS simulation engine with an advanced scheduler. Using
this method, previous work implements a Reinforcement Learning agent (Xia, et al.,
2021) with neural networks to train the autonomy of robots. Coupled with Shape Terra,
higher resolution of such control agent tailored for manufacturing features can be trained
by an intelligent computer-aided process planning application, namely a Digital Engine
(Xia, Sacco, Kirkpatrick, Harik, & Bayoumi, 2019).
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Figure 5.4. An interactive GUI for Shape Terra hosted by Siemens TecnomatixTM
Process Simulate. Users are able to select CAD using navigation tools to acquire desired
shape files from the backend software database for analysis.

5.4.2. CAD Feature Recognition
Many new designs activities are re-design engineering based on existing
conceptions but with different degrees of feature change. It is therefore logical to
conclude that feature recognition from new designs could be achieved by knowledge
acquisition from database. Datasets characterized by 9 different categories of CAD
features are first randomly generated with variant dimensions and locations to fill up the
database, as shown in Figure 5.2. These CAD models are used for future training
samples. Shape Terra calculates heat persistent values of sampled shapes at each mesh
point modelled by its adjacent curvature heat conduction properties. Then as shown in
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, mesh points are clustered to generate computable Attributed
Adjacency Matrix (AAM) store the adjacency information between all these fuzzy
clustered shapes, where off-diagonal elements represent if two clusters are connected by
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sharing a common edge. With this information, Attributed Adjacency Graph (AAG) can
also be constructed, from which an algorithm Node2vec (Grover 2016) is used to convert
from high dimensional graph structure to 1D sliced embedding vectors for each node.

Figure 5.5 Mesh Point Clustering at 96% similarity (left) of feature “through hole” and
Attribute Adjacency Matrix with similarity from 90% to 95% (right)

Figure 5.6 2D encoding as Neural Network representations for feature “through hole”,
“step”, “slot” and “pocket”
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5.4.3. Manufacturing Strategies Derivation
By utilizing appropriate heuristic algorithms such as ANNs, the problem of CAD
feature classification and recognition can be potentially tackled with satisfactory. To
furtherly derive manufacturing strategies, the gaps between CAD and CAM need to be
filled by CAPP. The questions, such as what manufacturing process need to be planned,
what actuators are involved in these processes, what are the manufacturing preferences
and risks, Digital Threads are able to generate what kind of data to indicate the process
need to be answered before planning. In this work, a proposal to the derivation of such
manufacturing sequences is made given potential answers to these questions and an
attempt is made to accomplish a fully autonomy of both digital and physical
manufacturing cells.
Manufacturing feature extraction methods have been investigated in Section 2.3,
where the volumetric decomposition methods show a superiority in handling the material
removal interpretations, mass analysis and related shape-forming or material-removing
process planning activities such as the configuration of work piece holding, choice of
machining and cutting tools, and planning of the machining operations.
5.4.4. 3D Scan File Preprocessing
The virtual thread accommodated in Process Simulate is only able to detect
process anomalies by simulation, such as robot reachability or objects collisions in
designed paths. To further explore a product-driven control system powered by rapid
shape inference and adaptive process control, live signals acquired by cameras and smart
sensors need to be integrated. For example, shape-critical object detection can be easily
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customized for a machine visual inspection during real-life additive and subtractive
manufacturing, assuming the defect types are recognizable by detected region shapes.
Developing robust depth image enabled manufacturing intelligence is proposed in this
work to fulfil the needs for process assessment. This has been facilitated by increasingly
commercially available 3D scanning technologies such as LIDAR.
Data is collected from the University of South Carolina McNair Future Factories
research laboratory, which mimics a fully autonomous robot assembly cell enabled by
CPS infrastructure featuring AI (Xia, et al., 2021) and smart sensing technologies (Saidy,
et al., 2020). The research activities are conducted in the following stages: (1) Data
collection and preprocessing. At this stage, a shape mesh dataset is established by: (a)
acquiring data of concerned structures from virtual models, point cloud, or reverse
engineering by structural reconstruction, etc., and (b) data scrubbing to create consistent
samples ready for Shape Terra. (2) Develop Shape Terra on specific datasets in a
manufacturing product. Challenges for this application of autonomous feature extraction
exist in: (a) denoising scanned surfaces while preserving significant feature patterns for
extraction; (b) Shape Terra on computationally intensive meshes, where algorithm
optimizations and advanced computing engines needed to address; (c) automated pattern
recognition based on the heat persistence values calculated by Shape Terra. Depending
on the specific datasets and needs, proposed attempts can be made by both rule-based
systems and statistical feature recognition systems such as machine learning. (3) Data
postprocessing and inference. At the final stage, knowledge needs to be derived
semantically from Shape Terra.
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The experimental factory setup is demonstrated in Figure 5.7. Cameras with depth
sensors are mounted along the conveyor and on the robot end effect to monitor the
process, product, and material flow. In this work, we use Intel® RealSense™ LIDAR
L515 RGB-D cameras to scan 3D-printed parts. The parts on the conveyor are scanned
within a raw manufacturing scene with recorded depth information. The control decision
for the robots can be made based on the inference results of a proposed system-level
digital twin (Xia, et al., 2021) as process model. RGB images machine visual recognition
using deep learning approach has been designed to monitor the process including the
interactions or relative position among the equipment, parts, and markers (Xia, et al.,
2021). Compared to semantic segmentation approach to RGB images, it is more
straightforward to directly crop, and segment RGB-D images given the depth readings
are accurate. The software development kit (SDK) provided by Intel® RealSense™ (Intel
Corporation, 2018) has given exampled implementation to perform quick background
removal on RGB images by aligning depth images to color images. Nevertheless, there
are many state-of-art point cloud processing and recognition algorithms in the machine
learning and deep learning fields that accomplishes object classification, detection and
semantic segmentation, such as VoxelNet (Zhou & Tuzel, 2018) and PointNet (Charles,
Su, Kaichun, & Guibas, 2017). Learning-based system for real-time mapping in in-door
scenes scanned by depth camera is also achieved at large scales (Newcombe, et al.,
2011). However, considering our material flow is relatively linear and easier to be
located, our segmentation task is much simpler than those machines learning based
methods are design for. Thus, we simply crop scanned frames to obtain the desired
product shape meshes with some outliers and leave the detection tasks in large scale
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datasets for future research topics. We also find it feasible to crop object by bounding
boxes, which are inferred by deploying our established machine vision network to RGB
data (Xia, et al., 2021) from scanned RGBD frames. A demonstration is shown by
Process Monitoring section in Figure 5.7.
Another usage of the SDK is that it can stream depth data from RealSense depth
cameras over Ethernet. This is important when deploying data streaming in a
manufacturing shopfloor as nowadays numerous industrial control data layers are built by
Ethernet communication, which accommodates the signal exchanges among PLCs,
robots, distributed IOs, etc.

Figure 5.7. Vision-aided robotic manufacturing processes automated with digital
twinning: (a) process monitoring using computer vision system; (b) product state
monitoring by shape retrieval; (c) material tracking and recording with bar code; (d) Insitu inspection with on-robot cameras.

Given the RGB-D information and camera pose matrix, raw cloud points can be
automatically constructed, and fast triangulation of unordered point clouds can be
generated. Preprocessing raw point cloud data generated by camera first requires surface
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filtering and smoothing. A Statistical Outlier Removal and Moving Least Square (MLS)
are sequentially applied to the raw point cloud data. A direct approach to obtain a
smoothed surface that approximates inlier data by polynomial functions is Random
sample consensus (RANSAC). RANSAC uses iterative method to fit a mathematical
model with an increasing number of sampled points with outliers, which means more
iterations leads to models with more statistical significance. There are some initial
parameters to be decided for different shapes statistics and data qualities: number of
sampled points and number of iterations to stop the algorithm. Hence, we choose to take
a simple and deterministic approach that require affordable tuning efforts, which uses
Statistical Outlier Removal and MLS. If needed, a Voxel Grid filter can also be applied to
down sample mesh points using a K-D Tree Search on a surface space. Down-sampled
points are regularly distributed and easier to generate meshes. A post-processed scanning
shape is shown in Figure 5.8.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8. Scanned 3D surface data post-processing using (a) Moving Least
Square and (b) Voxel Grid filtering

The triangular meshes also needs to be cleaned if any outlier is removed. The
cleaning process on meshed surfaces first remove the triangular meshes which refer to
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detected outliers. Then, connected clustering on the meshes is performed based on their
connectivity, and only the biggest cluster representing the actual part shape data is kept.
At this point, smoothed surfaces scrubbed from detectable outliers and noises is prepared
for Shape Terra. In cases where scanning using multiple cameras or multiple scanning
poses, only unorganized point cloud is preserved. There are some available algorithms for
surface reconstruction, such as Poisson Surface Reconstruction (Kazhdan, Bolitho, &
Hoppe, 2006) and Ball Pivoting (Bernardini, Mittleman, Rushmeier, Silva, & Taubin,
1999). Normal estimation by sampling the neighborhood is required for Poisson Surface
Reconstruction, which applicable for non-closed surfaces in our case. However, since
organized 3D point cloud and 2.5D triangulation can be directly accessed from
RealSense™ SDK, surface reconstruction has been performed beforehand during raw
point data processing and meshing.
5.5. Results
In this section, we present our shape signature pool acquired from ComputerAided Engineering (CAE) applications and LIDAR scanning. First, the software
deployment is established as the baseline of this DT implementation. Second, we use
multiscale filtering and clustering to extract feature clusters based on Persistent Heat
Signatures (PHS). Third, a novel scoring function is used to map the shapes with
considerations of noise and irregular features. Finally, signature mapping is performed on
a dataset level to compare between shape files.
5.5.1. Deployment to the Digital Twin Architecture
Integrating Shape Terra with Computer-Aided Interactive Platform enables a
process planning application. In a CAD-based environment such as PS, in-situ shape
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manufacturability can be performed given a user command by selecting a part. Queried
part shape is retrieved from the software back-end database and as an input to the Shape
Terra algorithm. Then, extracted geometrical features along with its location information
can be used for the robots to plan the assembly process such as from which surface to
grip and where to place the parts. An example process planning on a virtual fuselage
assembly line is shown in Figure 5.9. This software deployment of Shape Terra enhances
the virtual counterpart of physical processes. To further fill the gap between virtual and
physical systems, the real-world shape data are acquired and processed in the same
methodology.

Figure 5.9. Software deployment of Shape Terra to a Computer-Aided Process Planning
application.

5.5.2. Multiscale Filtering and Feature Clustering
An observation made in Figure 5.10 is that PHS method is robust with different
meshing triangulations and resolutions. The PHS distribution obtained for raw meshes
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and uniformly resampled or regulated meshes has similar distribution, thanks to the
property of intrinsic curvatures. This enables us to compare PHS in different scales and
meshing methods using multiscale filtering and clustering. PHS calculation are expensive
for large meshes; thus, down sampling large mesh files while preserving salient features
require additional attention in this section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.10. PHS distribution (right) remain similar from different meshing methods
(left): same scan meshed by 5783 vertices and 11393 triangular faces in (a) (b); and
11982 vertices and 23730 triangular faces 299k triangular faces in (c) (d).
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We then cluster the meshes using Persistent Heat Value (PHV) similarities among
connected vertices. On a manifold, positive Gaussian curvatures lead to larger HKS.
Thus, by varying similarities, vertices can be classified by clustering into different
neighborhoods, which hint the composition of protrusion, corners, or holes. On
incomplete meshes with irregular boundaries and uncleaned cuts, HKS is heavily
influenced by these boundary vertices. However, using a clustering method, one can
easily filter out the unwanted boundaries in HKS matrixes. It can be observed in Figure
5.11, as reducing similarities from 0.9, 0.8, to 0.75, less clusters are found and cleaned
features can be narrowed down for further feature extraction and matching. In particular,
Figure 5.11 (c) and (f) show that at a similarity of 0.9, there are isolated mesh clusters
with local minima and maxima PHVs can be identified respectively as freeform and
salient features to hint the existence of manufacturable features. By which means, the
automated manufacturable features extraction results by Shape Terra are presented in
Figure 5.12.
5.5.3. Feature Engineering
Extracted features can be further treated as shape file semantics. Rapid semantic
filtering, processing and communication can hereby be facilitated by the computing
powers within computer-integrated information systems, such as Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications. To
compare heterogenous shape files, feature engineering will be essential to automate the
process. Based on extracted features, spectral clustering is first experimented by
inspecting a pool of 42 shape scans. In Figure 5.13, feature distances by ‖𝑓1 − 𝑓2 ‖1 and
1

1

1

2

‖𝑓 − 𝑓 ‖ are experimented to compare the shape scan files. Figure 5.13 left using
1
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1

1

1

2

‖𝑓1 − 𝑓2 ‖1 demonstrates clustering results while Figure 5.13 left using ‖ − ‖
𝑓
𝑓

1

demonstrates discriminative results between salient features, as the first 28 files are
composed with different salient features, such as protrusions, holes, steps, and edges. The
last 14 files mostly include free-form, curved surfaces.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 5.11. Persistent Heat Value (PHV) clustering of two shape files (left and right) by
neighborhood similarities of 0.75 in (a) (d), 0.8 in (b) (e), 0.9 in (c) (f).
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Figure 5.12. Persistent Heat Signatures (PHS) as manufacturable features (right) using
maxima and minima PHV clusters (left) by a neighborhood similarity of 0.9.
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Figure 5.13. Spectral clustering of 42 shape files on PHS by feature transformation
1
1
functions. (left: ‖𝑓1 − 𝑓2 ‖1 ; right: ‖ − ‖ )
𝑓1

𝑓2 1

The distance function 𝑑 between two manifolds 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 is determined by all the
features 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 extracted in the according manifold PHV maxima and minima. Hence
for each surface scan file, we designate PHS as comparable features 𝑓 representing the
maxima and minima PHV clusters. Note that minima and maxima PHV clusters caused
by noise from varied scanning quality or surface boundaries can be occasionally extracted
as meaningless features. Therefore, ensuring consistent scan qualities and similarities are
important to compare real-world scanned shapes.
Feature vector distance function is calculated to enable signature matching
between shape files. This stage consists of two steps: (1) Feature vector extraction from
HPV clusters; (2) Shape matching by feature vector scoring with a predefined distance
function. We build the shape dataset based on scanned shape files of products with
variable geometrical characteristics. Despite the filters and multi-scale clustering applied
to denoise the surfaces, there are edges and boundaries interfering with salient feature
recognition results. It can be observed from Figure 5.15, when identifying features, there
are outliers both at the boundaries and among the surfaces are identified as PHV maxima
and minima along with salient features. These are respectively caused by the irregular
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boundaries and scanning noises on surfaces. Hence, we propose a novel scoring function
to estimate the distance between shape features that is also robust to these outstanding
challenges. To compare the feature groups between two files with the consideration of
these occasions, a cross-comparison is adopted to match two shapes by summarizing their
closest feature distances between ∀𝑓1 ∈ 𝐹1 and ∀𝑓2 ∈ 𝐹2 , as in Eq (5.15). We performed
feature engineering on selected PHV beforehand instead of directly subtract them to
down-weight the comparison of outliers from noises and surface boundaries, which are
simulated to surpass a value 𝑘. Meanwhile, the distances of salient features, whose PHV
are expected to be smaller than 𝑘, can be compared with larger weight. It is observed that
in scanned files, 𝑘 = 1 can be pre-set for capturing most salient features. Instead of the
scoring function in (Dey, et al., 2010), we use inversed cluster PHV values to measure
the distance between shapes:
𝑑(𝐹1 ,𝐹2 ) = 𝑑(𝐹2 ,𝐹1 )
1

1

1

1

= ∑ min𝑓2 ∈𝐹2 ‖𝑓1 −𝑘 − 𝑓2 −𝑘 ‖ + ∑ min𝑓1 ∈𝐹1 ‖𝑓1 −𝑘 − 𝑓2 −𝑘 ‖
𝑓1 ∈𝐹1

1

𝑓2 ∈𝐹2

(5.15)

1

Expanding the signature pool, a PHS histogram of 613 feature clusters in 76
different shape scans is shown in Figure 5.14. A grid search of 𝑘 is performed before an
ideal feature transformation factor 𝑘 = 3 is identified, which transforms the pool into an
approximate normal distribution. Using feature transformation, shapes files can be
clustered by PHV of their signatures from salient features, free-form surfaces, surface
edges or tips. When comparing shapes in a big dataset with a large volume of features, by
implementing a statistical weighting (Bronstein, Bronstein, Guibas, & Ovsjanikov, 2011),
which proposes to selectively compare shapes by up-weighting features with less
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occurrence (more unique features) in the dataset, more discriminative comparison can be
achieved. Notice there are usually more than one feature for each shape, therefore, these
features can be encoded as binary or textual codes to facilitate a human-interactive search
engine among the signature pool. At a database level, Term Frequency Inverse-Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) is used to autonomously weigh the importance of signatures by
comparing their occurrence across a given shape dataset, which will be introduced in the
following section.

Figure 5.14. Histograms of PHS pool (Left: original PHS 𝑓; Right: transformed PHS by
1

𝑓 −𝑘 with 𝑘 = 3)

5.5.4. Signature Mapping
From Figure 5.15, fast surface mapping results are shown by comparing similarity
of extracted feature vectors { 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 }. The left figures are the query shape files
highlighting extracted signatures, and the right figures are the output shapes with the
most similarities to the query files, which are measured by the least distance 𝑑(𝐹1 ,𝐹2 ) .
Despite unexpected noisy cluster features, query by similarities can generate robust
results to compare shapes with different scanning angles, qualities, and boundaries. This
due to the pose-oblivious nature of heat-based signatures and noise treatment by the
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scoring function. Therefore, a signatures-based search engine can be established by crosscomparison over selected features.

Figure 5.15. Feature vectors mapping: (left) shape files highlighting extracted feature
clusters; (right) output shapes with the most similarities to the query files.

Figure 5.16 shows the query results of the most similar shape files (middle and
right, sorted by similarities) when inputting the original shape file (left). The matching is
conducted across extracted salient features, freeform surfaces, and signature counts.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 5.16. A shape file search engine with input original features (left) and output most
similar feature lists (the remaining features sorted by their similarity): (a) mapping by
salient features (local maximas); (b) mapping on freeform surfaces (local minima); (c)
mapping by signature counts; (d) mapping across multiple salient feature vectors
{ 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 }
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To autonomously weigh the importance of signatures, this work calculates the
Term Frequency Inverse-Document Frequency (TF-IDF) for each signature by
comparing its occurrence across a given shape dataset. TF-IDF is a currently popular
approach to text-based recommender systems in Natural Languages Processing (NLP)
problems by quantifying importance of texts in a collection or corpus (Beel, Gipp,
Langer, & Breitinger, 2016), here we utilize the same approach for shape file signatures
as syntaxes. Using transformed HPV as numerical inputs to TF-IDF equation (Eq. 5.16),
one can filter out the less unique signatures and compare scanned shape files by most
unique features.
𝑊𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑗 × log(

𝑁
)
𝑑𝑓𝑖

(5.16)

Where 𝑡𝑓𝑖,𝑗 is the number of occurrences of signature 𝑖 in shape file 𝑗. 𝑑𝑓𝑖 is
number of shape files containing signature 𝑖. 𝑁 is the total number of shape files in the
signature pool. Using TF-IDF, the uniqueness of signature 𝑖 can be easily quantified by
its occurrence in the established signature pool. And we can autonomously extract most
comparable features to semantically describe shape files. For each shape file 𝐹, an
automated selection of the subset in shape file feature vector { 𝑓0 , 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 } is
accomplished and compared with other shape files by extracting the identical subsets.
The feature vectors superset consist of normalized signature counts 𝑓0 and signature
values {𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 }. The results are presented in Figure 5.17.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 5.17. Shape file matching by selection criteria over TF-IDF values of feature
vector { 𝑓0 , 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 }: (a) {𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 } only; (b) {𝑓0 } only; (c) {𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , … 𝑓𝑛 } and {𝑓0 };
5.5.5. Knowledge Integration into Smart Manufacturing Systems
To enable a CPPS-enabled system-level control, integrating knowledges from
simulation, models, or other digital solutions into a physical manufacturing control
system can be generally achieved by Software-in-the-loop and Hardware-in-the-loop
(Lee & Park, 2014). To register detected surface features as machine-readable signals
within the PLC control loop, this work utilized a machine-to-machine communication for
industrial automation, Open Platform Communication Unified Architecture (OPC UA),
which is hosted by PLCs. The system architecture and implementation of Software-inthe-loop and Hardware-in-the-loop simulations were presented in (Xia, et al., 2021).
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Specially, OPC UA is used to directly connect shape knowledge as an OPC client to the
OPC UA server, which stores all the process control signals. Meanwhile, deploying
Shape Terra to PS further generates another signal pathway from CAD/CAM
environment and process virtual commissioning, since PS has the feature as enclosed
OPC UA client. Hence, registered signals can be subscribed and accessed by physical
PLC (Hardware-in-the-loop), virtual PLC (Software-in-the-loop) and OPC clients
(simulations, models, and digital solutions). With such system infrastructure (Figure
5.18) established, the physical and virtual PLC (PLCSIM) are both able to automate the
manufacturing actions based on digital solutions such as Shape Terra, PS, and other
platforms. Real-time semantic knowledges such as the product manufacturable features
extracted from the surfaces, such as edges and corners, pockets, holes with their location
data can be explicitly translated by a similarity search in an established database.
Moreover, in-situ process information such as tool centers, gripping point locations, can
be communicated by manufacturing feature knowledges. The advantage of proposed
similarity search is that it does not require a large-scale database to reach to accurate
conclusions. Even labelled CAD shapes from a virtual environment can provide insights
to the signature knowledge acquisition. Therefore, an affordable and efficient knowledge
taxonomy is accomplished by timely comparing scanned shapes with small-scale legacy
signature pools.
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Figure 5.18. A CPPS infrastructure enabled by OPC UA machine to machine
communication protocol and digital twin of Shape Terra, LIDAR, and virtual
commissioning

5.6. Conclusion
At a system level, this work aims to address a gap between the cyber and the
physical world in a smart manufacturing digital twin setting by: (1) utilizing signaturebased approaches to extrapolate intrinsic geometry in real-world 3D data; (2) identifying
unique manufacturing structures in scanned shape data and compare the extracted
features between shape files; (3) mapping signatures from low-cost fast 3D scanning
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implementation with legacy shape signature pool; and (4) contributing in-situ structural
sensing to Human-Machine interoperable manufacturing automation. The results indicate
that the point-wise signature approaches can be expanded to a novel digital twinning and
leads to autonomous robotics control and automated visual inspection for free-form
surface manufacturing activities. Expert knowledge, especially concerning process
predictions, will be explored further, and modelled following empirical methodologies in
a variety of tasks, which potentially facilitate a highly automated control of production
reliability. As a result, the proposed research will create a novel affordable and
customizable digital twin implementation featuring geometrical modelling and signature
searching during real life production processes. It is intended to facilitate the human-level
knowledge of unknown risks from structure variations one might be faced with in highly
complex manufacturing scenes. Moreover, Heat Kernel-based approaches increase the
understanding of information residing in investigated structures, as well as its potential
influences on thermal and mechanical behaviours subject to environmental changes.
A LIDAR scanned shape-based dataset query system will be established towards
a highly automated robotic shape retrieval mechanism and hence to enable HumanMachine interoperable decision-makings such as in robotic inspection. Shape signature
pool has only limited volumes in this work, which is resulted from the expensiveness of
data acquisition. This limitation is also common when deriving data-driven
manufacturing intelligence such as machine learning models, which address the
importance of simulative models such as Shape Terra. Compared with machine learning
approaches, simulative models are significantly less affected by the abundance and the
balance of sample datasets. We perform simple distance clustering over a small sample of
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PHS to derive interesting features in scanned shapes, while similar feature extraction on
3D data by machine learning often require training large neural networks. Less
dependency on data abundance provides our approach more applicability to small and
medium manufacturing use cases. It is also worth noticing that feature extraction using
Shape Terra is sensitive to scanned surface quality, especially the view angle, lightening,
noise, and device. Hence, denoising approaches and parameters need to be carefully
tuned based on different scanning devices and use cases with requirements in frame
resolution, camera poses and object positions. The future emphasis will be put on a
hybrid approaches to the human knowledges of shape data by utilizing data-driven
learning systems. By developing a large dataset and intelligent manufacturing shape
knowledge query system, we will seek to overcome the limitations and establish a
platform for real-world geometrical knowledge reuse and shape annotation. Generated
structural images, CAD models, heat-based signatures and other visible data will be
stored and reused as domain assets for fast manufacturing feature recognition.
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CHAPTER 6
EVENT-BASED CONTROL INTELLIGENCE
Nowadays, near real-time system control intelligence can be achieved by
depending on accurate predictive models such as in (Xia, Harik, Herrera, Patel, &
Grimsley, 2018), and statistical process control methods (Saidy, Xia, Kircaliali, Harik, &
Bayoumi, 2020). Based on which, future smart manufacturing systems seek to provide
adaptive, intelligent strategies to manufacturing practitioners in response to
environmental changes, system prognosis, and optimal solution identification. The
success of developing such explorative algorithms highly depends on the trial expenses of
applications. Due to minimum trial expenses, Artificial Intelligence by Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) initially succeeded in Atari games through a proper
design of reward and deep networks (Mnih, et al., 2015). Efforts are also made in robotsensor feedback control systems (Riedmiller, et al., 2018) and became well-known when
they defeated the human expert Go Player (Silver, et al., 2017). However, for large scale
manufacturing processes, training such intelligent controllers by real commissioning on
manufacturing plants could be costly and dangerous, as the complexity of a
manufacturing plant leads to more demanding designs of the reward-prediction system
than on a single actuator. This work and its subsequent research aim to develop such a
smart agent with the augmentation of developed Digital Twin key technologies, including
simulation, sensor, industrial control, and real-time communications.
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This chapter discusses the implemented smart scheduler during a manufacturing
process, where a high-level task manufacturing scheduling problem is addressed. First,
the use cases of proposed scheduler are proposed, followed by a review of recent
algorithms developed in the Deep Q Learning family. At last, some preliminary training
results using different algorithms and exploration strategies are presented. As a result, the
Digital Engine primary training cycles are performed on Digital Twin system constructed
by the methodologies introduced in CHAPTER 3.
6.1. Artificial Intelligence (AI) Driven Scheduler
DRL control on robots may be either low-level or high-level. The low-level
controls are deployed over small controllable units such as joint motors, while high-level
controls tend to be the scheduling of actions. For example, training robot movement to
accomplish low-level tasks from scratch with sparse rewards were explored with
Scheduled Auxiliary Control (Riedmiller, et al., 2018), where the agent has a set of
general auxiliary tasks to be trained to perform a task in the presence of reward signals.
However, training robots from scratch such as opening a door or grabbing an object in
manufacturing process appears to be unnecessary and time-consuming. The scheduler
developed in this work aims to train robot to accomplish higher-level manufacturing tasks
by autonomously planning a sequence of lower-level actions, which thanks to Virtual
Commissioning, can be directly programmed by the constructed virtual cell. Figure 6.1
describes the use cases where this smart scheduler demonstrates its applicability during a
continuous real-time optimization process: Firstly, the scheduler is able to accomplish the
task by different policies. Here, a policy is referred to a path towards manufacturing task
goal. The scheduler is trained to cognize multiple policies to achieve the goal. Secondly,
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the scheduler shows robustness due to the abnormalities during the process. Case 1: when
operators decide to change the current operation, scheduler will alter the subsequent
operations accordingly to ensure the successful accomplishment of a task. Case 2: when a
system abnormality disables the current operation, scheduler is able to switch to another
policies to ensure the rest of the task is accomplished as concurrent human interventions
can be made to fix the system abnormality. Case 3: When an inevitable system failure
exists but not causing any cascading effect on the sequential operations, the schedule is
able to identify the failure while still working towards its original sequence.

Figure 6.1. Using Reinforcement Learning as dynamic scheduler to promptly respond to
manufacturing process abnormalities

6.2. Training Deep Reinforcement Learning agents with developed digital twin
system
In this work, a case study was created to train robots virtually to accomplish
stacking tasks collaboratively with simulated proximity sensor signals. The trained
scheduler can autonomously select robot program sequences based on virtual signal
feedbacks, such as proximity sensor signals and robot signals. These virtual signals are
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connected to the virtual cell and respond precisely under Process Simulate Line
Simulation Mode. The primary training cycles proposed in Figure 3.2 use the Process
Simulate API described in because the minimum involvement of the hardware and OPC
server is preferred for the safety and power consumption concerns. The DQN training
process is described in Figure 3.2. The sections represented in blue are the software
system accommodating the digital twin including Process Simulate, the backend database
and API. The DQN based agent in red acquires simulation results from Process Simulate,
which consists of action list from robot program inventory and plant sensor signals before
and after simulation chosen by the agent. Once the descriptive data flow into the ML
system, a reward function r is calculated and concatenate with the current action
simulated a , signal state before the simulation s and after the simulation s_ to form a
memory transaction (s,a,r,s_). This transaction is stored in a memory buffer as future
training sample. In DQN, the Q-values of a state-action pair (s,a) calculates the
cumulative future rewards if the current action a is taken. Target Q-values are the
summation of reward r in current transaction and the Q values estimated at the next state
s_. While the estimated Q-values are directly obtained by Q network given the current
state s. The backpropagation algorithm trains the network by minimizing the prediction
error between estimated Q-values and target Q-values. Implementing memory replay
mechanism, samples are taken randomly from the memory buffer to train the networks by
back propagation after the network estimates Q-values and calculates target Q-values.
The DQN training process initiates with randomly generated Q network values and take
completely chaotic actions, which is called random exploration, to create buffer memory
with transactions. As the training proceeds, probability of exploration is programmed to
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gradually decrease, and the agent start to make its own decisions since the
backpropagations is tasked to minimize the Q-value prediction error by tuning the
weights and biases between each neuron layers in the networks. Despite constantly
moving training targets sampled from the changing buffer memories causes some
convergency difficulties, it has been proved that given enough iterations and consistent
feedback rewards, DQN eventually converges and make stable decisions.

Figure 6.2. DQN-based scheduler offline training process

6.3. Performance Indicators
One difficulty of implementing DRL on multiple applications is that the prior
work is hardly duplicable on environment that are not experimented on before. The
success in one platform remains only limited empirical value in completely new
applications. For example, Natural DQN as an algorithm with multiple combination of
hyper parameters, researchers will need to find a relative optimal behavior from at least
parameters as reward function, action numbers and dimensions, feature numbers and
dimension, network architectures, learning rates, reward decay rate, greedy policy
behavior, target net update frequency, buffer memory size, training batch size, etc. If
more advanced algorithms were included to improve data efficiency, the parameter list
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extends even longer, where each of the parameters can be sensitive to the training
process. This requires expert experiences from data science. In this implementation, the
descriptive features are available to us in the form of sensor signals that are consistent
both virtually and physically. Based on the available signals, the reward functions are
shaped so that they can be described by readable sensor signals as well as capable of
evaluating the action selection decisions towards the goal of the manufacturing tasks.
Moreover, it is hard to find general Performance Indicators (PIs) that evaluate
training procedures for different applications. Low-level robot tasks (Riedmiller, et al.,
2018) uses the growth of intermediate Performance Indicator such as cumulative rewards
to evaluate the learning speed, while the learning process of Atari games (Mnih, et al.,
2015) is directly recorded by each game scores earned. In this application, we are using
three PIs to describe the efficiency of DRL algorithms. These PIs are derived both from
intuitive process evaluations that can be observed by manufacturing practitioners as well
as indicator of algorithm performance that can be interpreted by data scientists:
Performance Indicator 1: The number of actions taken to finish a sequence of
PNP operation tasks during one episode. Given the fact that the shortest route to finish a
manufacturing task takes 𝑛 scheduled robot operations. However, due to constantly
introduced interruptions and random exploration mechanism during training, the agent
initially takes a lot more than 𝑛 steps to finish a task episode in most of the training
episodes. As the agent trained to be smarter, the model is expected to predict action
values, select the action with highest Q-value at the current state and generally decrease
the number of wrong moves. Given enough training iterations, steps per task episode
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converges to the minimum number needed (𝑛 steps) despite the constantly introduced
disturbances.
Performance Indicator 2: The total rewards earned during one task episode.
Depending on Performance Indicator 1, Performance Indicator 2 is upper bounded by the
maximum rewards can be earned when a global optimal strategy is reached with a
minimum of 𝑛 moves without any disturbance. As training continues, at each step 𝑡, the
agent is expected to make an optimal move 𝑎𝑡∗ following the well-trained optimal policy
𝜋 ∗ to earn maximum rewards 𝑟(𝑠𝑡,𝑎𝑡∗,𝑠𝑡+1 ) . The optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ maps the current state 𝑠𝑡
to the optimal action 𝑎𝑡∗ . Hence, Performance Indicator 2 will converge to the maximum
accumulated rewards by a discount factor ϒ despite all the possible disturbances. This
indicator can be formed by a Bellman optimality problem for estimating a max expected
∗

rewards accumulation 𝑉(𝑠𝜋0 ) (namely the value function) from the max Q-value given an
optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ and the initial state 𝑠0 of a Markov decision process:
𝑛
∗
𝑉(𝑠𝜋0 )

= max
∗

𝑎0 ∈𝜋(𝑠 )
0

∗
𝑄(𝑠
0 ,𝑎0 )

∗
= 𝛦𝜋∗ {∑ ϒ𝑡 𝑟(𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎𝑡,𝑠𝑡+1 ) | 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝜋(𝑠
}
𝑡)

(6.1)

𝑡=0

Where ϒ=1 for this performance indicator to directly record the earned reward
summations without the effects from stepwise decaying of reward accumulation; 𝑎𝑡 ∈
∗
𝜋(𝑠
as the optimal policy mapping is followed.
𝑡)

Performance Indicator 3: Q-value prediction error/loss. Performance Indicator 3
is an intermediate evaluator to indicate how good the implemented DQN as the optimal
policy 𝜋 ∗ is trained and how accurate the Q-value predictions are. Since the buffer
memory keeps updated with new transactions, sampled target Q-values keep changing
accordingly. Hence Performance Indicator 3 is not constantly decreasing since the agent
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given new state that is never explored before. In these cases, its prediction error suddenly
increases and will take some time to decrease before the new transaction stored, sampled
and trained by Q-networks. However, sufficiently trained agent should have explored all
the possible states (in many applications this is not even possible) and Performance
Indicator 3 will stably remain as a small positive value despite all the constant
disturbances. Given an intermediate state 𝑠𝑡 , an optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ derived from the
optimal Q-value 𝑄 ∗ evaluated by Q-networks, and the reward 𝑟 earned by scheduling an
optimal action 𝑎𝑡 from the policy 𝜋 ∗ , the prediction error/loss 𝐿 at any step 𝑡 is defined,
and then used as an objective function in backpropagation:
∗
∗
𝐿 = (𝑄𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 )2 = (𝑟(𝑠𝑡,𝑎𝑡,𝑠𝑡+1 ) + ϒ𝑄(𝑠
− 𝑄(𝑠
)2
𝑡 ,𝑎𝑡 )
𝑡+1 ,𝑎𝑡+1 )

(6.2)

∗
∗
Where 𝑎𝑡+1 ∈ 𝜋(𝑠
, 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝜋(𝑠
as the optimal policy mapping is followed at all the
𝑡+1 )
𝑡)

steps requiring decision-makings by Q-value estimations.
6.4. Case Study
In this section, a case study is shown to train robots virtually to accomplish
adaptive stacking tasks sequence collaboratively with simulated proximity sensor signals.
The trained scheduler is expected to drive the virtual PLC to autonomously select robot
program sequences based on virtual signal feedbacks, including proximity sensor signals
and robot signals. First, the virtual cell is constructed and used to generate alternative
robot programs for the scheduler to select from. Virtual signals connected to the virtual
cell are scanned through virtual PLC control modules under Process Simulate line
simulations. Then, these signals are exported to the Digital Engine as process indicator to
train the scheduler through a properly defined reward function. The primary training
cycles proposed in Figure 3.2 use the Process Simulate API (described in Section 3.3.2.
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Digital Engine Interfaces) considering a minimum involvement of the hardware and OPC
server is preferred for the safety and power consumption at the primary training cycles.
At last, some preliminary training results using different algorithms and exploration
strategies are presented. As a result, the Digital Engine primary training cycles are
performed on Digital Twin system constructed by the methodologies introduced in
CHAPTER 3.
6.4.1. Low-level offline robot programming using the digital twin
The procedures of low-level robot offline programming for a conceptual robot
assembly line are presented in Figure 6.3. The virtual counterpart (Figure 6.3a) of the
physical cell (Figure 6.3b) is firstly configured and calibrated with the methodology
described in 3.2. Then robot motions and paths (Figure 6.3c) are programmed as
described in Section 3.3. During this step, collision-free robot movements and complete
path reachability can be verified within the virtual environment.
Then, by creating an event-based simulation, the logics enabling two robots to
collaboratively pass on the manufactured parts are programmed for this case study. This
event-based logics for two robot collaborations are programmed following these steps:
(1) the HC10 (robot in white and blue) is waiting for the GP8 (robot in solid blue) to
finish the robot programs where the part is delivered to the interchange location AND the
gripper of GP8 at the CLOSE pose indicating part gripped by GP8. (2) Only if both
signals are true, HC10 sets its gripper to CLOSE to grip the part. (3) Then HC10 sends a
signal to tell GP8 to set its gripper to OPEN to let go the part and move out of the way.
(4) When the GP8 moves to its working pose AND HC10 gripper is at CLOSE pose,
HC10 moves forward to its next program to place the gripped part. This event-based
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programming can take a lot of trials and errors in the physical cell, however, by the aid of
proposed system-level digital twin, the programming, validation and debugging processes
are significantly less trivial. These event-based programs are tested in the physical cell to
validate the success of robot collaboration tasks (Figure 6.3d).
Assume the assembly task is to pick up parts from 8 different part pools and
assemble at 8 locations, at least 64 different combinations of aforementioned event-based
robot programs are needed in robot program inventory to provide enough assembly
strategies preparing for adaptive system intelligence. System-level of decision-making
intelligence also requires real-time sensory feedbacks before the signal based logical
evaluations in PLCs. In this case study, the proximity sensors (signal indicated by green
or red in Figure 6.3e) are set up at each location to indicate the pick-and-place operation
status and provide the feedback to the Digital Engine. By this setup, descriptive cell
states are available to us in the form of live sensor signals that are consistently accessible
both virtually and physically. With the proximities of parts to the desired locations, a
reward function is shaped such that real-time inputs from readable sensor signals are used
to evaluate all the action advantages towards the accomplishment of the assembly task
(Figure 6.3f).
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(a) The virtual robot assembly line

(b) The physical robot assembly line

(c) Path planning and offline programming

(d) Physical validation of offline programs

(e) Virtual cell status indications by sensors

(f) Robot assembly by features

Figure 6.3 Low-level offline robot programming workflow and the physical verifications
6.4.2. Preliminary Training Results
Since our low-level robot actions can be simplified as pick and place operations, one can
correlate the success of an operation with the transition of the virtual proximity sensor
signals. The identical reasoning can later be duplicated in physical cells with real
proximity sensors. Specifically, if both proximity sensors at pick and place locations
value changes, it indicates the current action are performed successfully without any
interruption. If only the sensor at pick location changes, it is likely because the action
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started but did not successfully finish or got interrupted. If neither of these two signals
changes, it is potentially caused by the part not being ready or safety alerts resulting in
operation initiation failures. The safety alerts can be predictively generated from detected
collisions or unreachable robot locations during the simulation. With the above
reasoning, the following reward function for a state transition, that is from current state s
taking an action a to next state s, is defined as:
𝑟(𝑠,𝑎,𝑠_)

+2; if action 𝑎 simulation completes without interruption
= {+1; if action 𝑎 simulation results in interruption or abortion
−1; if action 𝑎 simulation results in safety alert or bad decision

The goal of Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms (DRL) is to outperform
human decision-making on different applications by an autonomous data-driven approach
to stochastic process control problems. In particular, Markov decision processes without
explicit state transition probabilities are usually solved by Reinforcement Learning.
Therefore, during a training process, decision-making performance can be divided by a
probabilistic region of random selection level and a human control level, which can be
modelled by state transition under partly random and partly under the control of a
decision maker in a Markov Decision Process. Decision intelligence is expected to be
achieved at the convergence state of optimal human control performance level. In this
application, we are using three Performance Indicators from Section 6.3 and these two
control levels, as differently shaded in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, to reflect DRL training
states.
Two algorithms are implemented in this task, Natural Deep Q-Learning (Silver, et
al., 2013) and Double Deep Q-Learning (Hasselt, Guez, & Silver, 2015)with a Prioritized
Experience Replay (PER) (Schaul, Quan, Antonoglou, & Silver, 2016). The
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implementation of PER starts learning later than natural DQN did since it only starts
training when memory buffer is filled up. This is due to the fact that it implements a sumtree based prioritized search algorithm. It starts with filling the buffer memory with
random transitions and then constructs a sum tree with all the temporal difference error of
the transitions, which is used to evaluate transaction training priorities. When memory is
full, the agent samples from it with the principle of the transitions with higher priority
(means more prediction error) get more chances to be sampled and trained. Meanwhile,
double DQN helps to solve the overestimation of Q values by Natural DQN caused by a
greedy policy. Double DQN estimates the Q value of next state as a result of the same
action that will be taken at current state, instead of directly select maximum Q value at
the next state. Double DQN has been proved to accelerate DQN convergency by
improving the exploration mechanism while PER improves the training efficiency by
smarter data exploitations.
In this case study of the robot assembly cell, the shortest route to finish the task,
namely Performance Indicator 1, takes 8 robot operations. The maximum accumulated
reward can be earned during one task episode, namely Performance Indicator 2, is +16
when a global optimal policy is reached with 8 operations with each operation valued a
reward of +2. Given adequate training, despite any process disturbances introduced from
random exploration, the agent is expected to identify the shortest route to task
accomplishment and make every optimal move with rewards of +2. Hence in one
episode, the Performance Indicator 1 will converge to a minimum of 8 steps and
Performance Indicator 2 will converge to the maximum of accumulated rewards (+16
points). This convergence under constant disturbances is shown in Figure 6.4 (a-d).
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In Figure 6.4, comparing (a) with (b), or (c) with (d), PER improved Double DQN
reaches the human control level faster with less variance through the training curves at
the expense of an initial stage where randomly selected actions are generated to fill the
buffer. Because of this stage, the actual training for PER gets delayed compared with
natural DQN. Comparing (f) with (e), one can find that once start training (as the
prediction error start to be recorded at the 19960th training step when the memory buffer
gets fulfilled), the prediction errors for PER improved Double DQN reduce constantly
and stabilize at an acceptable range much faster than natural DQN. This is because PER
start training from a fulfilled memory buffer with all kinds of transitions to be sampled
from. Therefore, it can be concluded that with a balanced dataset, the networks are better
trained with a wide range of positive and negative memories. Hence, it needs to be
realized that the distribution and abundance of data samples fundamentally affect the
training of heuristic algorithms for data-driven decision makers.
6.4.3. Trade-off between exploration and exploitation in Reinforcement
Learning
Within the community of Deep Reinforcement Learnings, there has been a
specific challenge as the trade-off between data explorations and exploitation (Wuest,
Weimer, Irgens, & Thoben, 2016). It underlines the need to control how much one agent
is willing to compromise exploration of new experiences for faster training convergency.
This can also be interpreted as a trade-off between possibilities of finding a global
optimal strategy and stabilizing at a local optimal strategy. Smaller exploration rate, and
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(a) Natural DQN by PI 1

(b) DDQN with PER by PI 1

(c) Natural DQN by PI 2

(d) DDQN with PER by PI 2

(e) Natural DQN by PI 3

(f) DDQN with PER by PI 3

Figure 6.4 Learning Curves by natural DQN (blue) and Improved DQN (orange)
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hence greedier approach, helps to find a local optimal fast but are not able to adapt well
when faced with new states as the agent will learn adequately under current strategy but
reluctant to explore for potentially better ones.
The approach to this trade-off situation is dependent on how complex the learned
environment is, that is how hard to stabilize at a local optimum or explore towards global
optima. Besides, it also depends on the specific task goal we are trying to accomplish. For
example, for different Atari games, if the agent is trying to avoid dangerous situations
and survive as it can, less explorations while put more penalties on the dangerous
memory down the current strategy will be possibly favorable. However, if the agent is
trying to find the best path to finish a task and earn as much reward as possible, more
explorations with different memories will be preferred to training the agent towards
global optimal solution. During manufacturing process, we penalize attempted actions
that result in strategy faults such as part unavailability at pick up location, placement
location unavailability, object collisions, interruption, or failure during the action. These
penalized actions are more undesired than a strategy that is less optimal. That is to say,
when the learned environment gets too complicated to converge at a global optimum, the
agent can safely settle for a stable local optimal strategy instead of keep exploring for
better strategies considering damage control.
In this work, different sets of exploration rates (ε-greedy) were experimented in
the training process as in Figure 6.5. ε-greedy stands for the chances of randomly chosen
action out of total actions taken during training. For example, when ε-greedy=0.9, on
average, in every 10 steps, the agent takes 1 random action to explore the better strategy
and the rest 9 actions are taken by the decision made by agent. As shown in the figure,
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comparing ε-greedy=0.9, 0.99 and 1, less explorations help to stabilize the decisions
when converge, as less variations are introduced. When ε-greedy=1, which means the
agent does not explore at all when converge, the agent decisions are deterministic under
currently explored strategies. However, when the agent is faced with new states that has
never been explored, when it will have a hard time recognizing the new states and unable
to robustly adapt the changes. This is demonstrated by the scattered points after
convergency in Figure 6.5e and Figure 6.5f of the learning curve as well as the divergent
prediction errors (red) in the Figure 6.5g. It can be interpreted as an over-fitting problem
caused by unbalanced data sample distribution under inadequate data exploration
mechanism.

(a) DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=0.9 by PI 1 (b) DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=0.9 by PI 2
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(c) DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=0.99 by PI 1

(d) DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=0.99 by PI 2

(e) DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=1 by PI 1

(f) DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=1 by PI 2

(g) A comparsion of DDQN+PER with ε-greedy=0.9, 0.99, 1 by PI 3
Figure 6.5. Learning Curves by different ε-greedy =0.9 (orange), 0.99 (green), 1 (red)
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
Built on industrial standard communication protocols, this dissertation
demonstrates several comprehensive digital twin implementations based on both
simulation-based and data-driven approaches, to create virtual counterparts of robotic
manufacturing elements, on which the intelligent scheduler such as Deep Reinforcement
Learning can be trained. The aim of this dissertation is to present a digital thread of
autonomous production systems that enables complex signal processing, semantic
integration, automatic derivation of manufacturing strategies, intelligent operational
scheduling, and virtual verification at a system level.
7.1. Summary
Digital Twin implementations presented by this dissertation are primarily in the
following aspects: (1) High-fidelity Virtual Commissioning platforms created by Siemens
TecnomatixTM Process Simulate are proposed as virtual environments to accommodate
the proposed simulation-based digital twin, where system components are defined,
simulated, and synchronized with live signals. (2) After construction of the virtual
environment, system communications are implemented on both virtual and physical
pathways. “Software-in-the-loop” and “Hardware-in-the-loop” testing methods are
discussed to be the baseline of virtual commissioning control loops depending on either
the virtual cell is controlled by virtual or physical controller. Moreover, intelligent
scheduler communication pathway with virtual cell to rapidly perform repetitive training
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cycles offline is implemented by the Process Simulate API. Then, an application to
enable remote human intervention via customized OPC clients is presented. (3) A visionaided control system powered by online image inference for rapid adaptive process
control to enable rapid event-understanding by both machine and human in highly
complex manufacturing scenes. The image feeds are inferred by both cloud-based
computer vision service model querying and edge-end object detection with an extra
output layer of shape masks. (4) Attempts are made to fill the gap between the cyber and
physical world in a product-centered digital twin setting by utilizing signature-based
approaches to extrapolate intrinsic geometry in real-world 3D scans, identifying unique
manufacturing structures in scanned shapes. Successful signatures mapping from lowcost fast 3D scanning are performed and compared within legacy signature pool while
contributing in-situ structural sensing to Human-Machine interoperable manufacturing
automation. This leads to the semantic integration and inference of product-centered
manufacturing events. (5) Event-based process control intelligence algorithm modelled
by Deep Reinforcement Learning is trained on the constructed digital twin. Both natural
Deep Q-Learning and its improved version by Prioritized Experience Replay and Double
Q Network are implemented to improve data efficiency. As result, a robust dynamic
scheduler fed by live event indications from either physical cell or its digital twin can be
trained using Deep Reinforcement Networks, which are reusable and transferable for
other specific learning tasks.
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7.2. Conclusions
The work presented in this dissertation leads to a number of Digital Twinning
uses cases as the virtual counterparts of robotic manufacturing elements, on which the
intelligent scheduler based on Deep Reinforcement Learning can be safely trained,
developed, and deployed.
As a system surrogation use case, the method to embed proposed Digital Engine
concept that supports scheduling of a Virtual Commissioning platform greatly augments
the power of digital twinning by interfacing with industrial simulation and automation
software. To which reason, the proposed methodology is also ready to be tested and
deployed to industrial applications as a use case of Smart Manufacturing/Industrial 4.0
implementation. Moreover, advanced tools for time-based simulation duration estimation,
collision detection, robot reachability test, and robot configurations by reverse kinematics
are utilized to commission robot programs through simulation. After these offline
verification processes, generated programs can be directly transferred to physical robot
systems without intermediate translations.
As a process monitoring use case, an automated semantic integration system
deployable to general signal-based control loops is further realized. Proposed system
infers manufacturing events from image-based data feeds and triggers process control
signals. Depending on use cases and requirements, cloud-based and edge-end vision
systems can be designated with different event detection tasks to monitor manufacturing
scenes. For instance, shape critical edge-end detection can be easily customized for visual
inspection during both additive and subtractive manufacturing, as the defect types are
recognizable by detected region shapes. Coupled with conventional industrial sensor
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signals, cloud-based services can rapidly understand process events, able to feed into a
manufacturing ontology developed by either expert or ML-enabled cyber infrastructures.
A new vision-based communication pipeline is established as an informative connectivity
between virtual and physical world. This manages to deploy manufacturing AI enclosed
in emerging innovative industrial control loops, that is driven by digital twin, cloud
services, and edge computing. It is shown that using a machine vision integrated cyberphysical system (CPS) with self-awareness can potentially lead to system selfconfiguration and semantic human-machine interoperability. System capability of
interoperability is significant because it can integrate cyber infrastructure with both datadriven and rule-based intelligence. By which means, artificial intelligence and expert
knowledge can interact and converge to a joint effort to complex process optimization.
As a product-monitoring use case, the point-wise signature mapping approach is
expanded to digital twinning and leads to autonomous robotics control and automated
visual inspection for free-form surface manufacturing activities. Proposed system will
create a novel affordable and customizable digital twin implementation featuring
geometrical modelling and signature searching during real life production processes. It is
intended to facilitate the human-level knowledge of unknown risks from structure
variations one might be faced with in highly complex manufacturing scenes. Moreover,
Heat Kernel-based approaches increase the understanding of information residing in
investigated structures, as well as its potential influences on thermal and mechanical
behaviours subject to environmental changes. Expert knowledge, especially concerning
structural predictions, can be explored further, and modelled following empirical
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methodologies in a variety of tasks, which potentially facilitate a highly automated
control of product reliability.
Compared to the previous attempt to introduce Reinforcement Learning into work
cell scheduling (Ou, Chang, & Chakraborty, 2019), proposed system-level digital
twinning can be expanded to complex manufacturing systems with deep neural networks
to overcome the challenges due to large state and action spaces. For specific
manufacturing processes, attempts (Hu, et al., 2020) (Günther, Pilarski, Helfrich, Shen, &
Diepold, 2016) has been made to apply Deep Learning and Reinforcement Learning with
the physical visual inputs. It was proposed (Günther, Pilarski, Helfrich, Shen, & Diepold,
2016) that additional work in the industrial setting is needed to demonstrate a fully
integrated framework for industrial artificial intelligence, which is fundamentally
discussed by this work. To that end, system embedding of artificial intelligence into
commonly used industrial robots, PLC function blocks, and event-driven controls at runtime (Adamson, Wang, & Moore, 2017) is realized by this work. In addition, successful
system integration of the digital twin facilitates a general architecture of semantic-aware
M2M communications (Lu & Asghar, 2020) by adding subsystems as Digital Engine and
communication layers. Moreover, proposed intelligent digital twin has the fidelity to
solve dynamic scheduling problems of highly complex flexible manufacturing models
with stochastic events (Hu, et al., 2020). A robust dynamic scheduler fed by live signals
from either physical cell, or its digital twin is developed and tested over OPC-UA
connection. This work addresses several challenges posted by current Industry 4.0 and
Smart Manufacturing initiatives, such as high system development expenses in
knowledge acquisition, system verification, and operator skills transfer; indirect process
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and product quality measurements; building affordable and suitable engineering tools for
efficient deployment to legacy production systems; adaptive control process in response
to system variants and dynamic environmental changes.
7.3. Future Work
With the emergence of Digital Twins and related technologies, an increasing
number of organizations have started to rely on Digital Twin Systems to monitor, analyze
and simulate physical assets and processes. However, today’s implementations of
industrial digital twins are often limited to having digital space containing twins of
physical assets and then build analytics pipelines, dashboards, and alert systems to
monitor and debug the operational environment. For most manufacturing industries,
digital twins are only used for modeling and simulation while designing new products
and processes before applying them to the actual physical assets. Highly reliable and
scalable system autonomy does not exist or exists only at small scales within larger scale
enterprises, with the legacy production systems hindering the potentials of new
manufacturing capabilities to satisfy dynamic market demands.
Manufacturers have been automating the shopfloor activities to satisfy the needs
of both made-to-order and inventory products by adopting ISA-95 Enterprise-Control
System Integration architectures, including Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) layers. Based on such legacy systems, it further
requires novel enterprise information architecture with a certain level of business
informatics to maintain high-standard inline quality assurance while continuously
improving throughputs and reducing product releasing time. In an attempt to address the
aforementioned challenges, from a bottom-up perspective (Figure 7.1), the author
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proposes the future stratified manufacturing intelligence at three layers: (i) Equipment
layer, (ii) Shopfloor layer, and (iii) Enterprise layer.
The research challenges in the equipment-level digital twinning, autonomous
control, and software design within legacy production systems will be addressed by the
approaches of local knowledge graph deployment, Tiny Machine Learning (TinyML)
algorithms, and software integration into field devices. As a result, rapid anomalies (outof-specifications) can be captured and learned near the source of occurrence. Providing
learning adaptivity to device individuals will further facilitate manufacturers use cases
such as environmental monitoring, online product quality assessment, and compliance
enforcement enabling human-in-the-loop acknowledgement and control. Information
exchanges enabled between machines can circulate significant process indicators and
health index, from higher-level manufacturing orders or strategies extracted from external
manufacturability analysis engines (Harik, Shi, & Baek, 2017)(Shi, Zhang, Baek, Backer,
& Harik, 2018) (Shi, Zhang, Xia, & Harik, 2020) (Shi, Zhang, & Harik, 2020).
At the shopfloor level, the research challenges further exist in the digital twinning
of manufacturing processes towards both simulation-based (Xia, Harik, Herrera, Patel, &
Grimsley, 2018) (Xia, Sacco, Kirkpatrick, Harik, & Bayoumi, 2019) and data-driven
edge AI (Xia, et al., 2021) (Xia, et al., 2021) with process semantic perceptions. Hence,
we will design a fog architecture by integrating higher level of edge Knowledge Graphs.
Semantic filtering from raw data into actionable knowledge about shopfloor activities
will empower human interoperability during manufacturing processes. Such systems will
alleviate manufacturer’s workload in constant process monitoring and provide shopfloorlevel intelligence such as predictive maintenance (Saidy, Xia, Kircaliali, Harik, &
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Bayoumi, 2020), operational scheduling (Rousseau, Wehbe, Halbritter, & Harik, 2018),
and automated resource planning (Saidy, et al., 2018). Enabling the automated inspection
for predictive process analysis will improve quality assurance while reducing production
throughputs in large-scale complex tasks such as automated fiber placement processes
(Sacco, Radwan, Harik, & Tooren, 2018) (Sacco, Radwan, Beatty, & Harik, 2019).
At the top enterprise level, we will further address the research challenges in
distributing aforementioned equipment and process digital twins and infuse multimodal
knowledges to decision-making processes in future factories (Saidy, et al., 2020). Selflearning at the enterprise level will derive cross-departmental collaborations and
autonomy considering business processes. We plan to utilize Multi-Agent Reinforcement
Learning (MARL) that is deployable to scalable digital twins and KGs to achieve
knowledge-infused self-learning. As a result, we will use such MARL architecture to
facilitate business-involved production decision-making, such as job assignment, order
dispatching, and enterprise decision support.

Figure 7.1 Research challenges, proposed innovations, and use cases
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The future work will expand the research activities to develop a high-fidelity
reference model and improve predictive capabilities of proposed digital twin
implementations towards large-scale manufacturing autonomy. This work has laid the
foundation for further investigations to extend the methodologies to more diverse
manufacturing tasks. The suggestions for future work are as follows:
1. To apply DE on more large-scale and diverse manufacturing tasks, material
flows, and implicit process indicators, such as in Future Factories Laboratory
at University of South Carolina (Figure 7.2), including collaborative assembly
jobs, visual inspection, optimized rework, and continuous movement.
2. To develop a comprehensive manufacturing ontology accommodated by selfaware and self-configurable CPPSs, which leads to a generally acceptable
system infrastructure compatible with semantic reinforcement learning,
knowledge sharing, and human machine interactions.
3. To enable deployment of computing powers to the field device edge ends with
semantic filtering capabilities. This is to reduce the communication traffic and
introduce the system stability for large computing needs.
4. To develop a sophisticated infrastructure design by addressing data security
and privacy concerns raised by external or internal cyber threats (e.g. viruses,
DoS attack, etc.). The real systems need to be protected by proactively
predicting threats and detecting anomalies.
5. To explore hybrid approaches to the reusable and domain knowledges of
industrial and business informatics. By developing a large dataset and
intelligent knowledge query system, the author will seek to establish a large-
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scale platform for real-world, human-interoperable manufacturing knowledge
reuse and data annotation mechanisms.

Figure 7.2 A simulation-based Digital Twin of a fully autonomous assembly line at
Future Factories Laboratory
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